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Problems of Agriculture 
The concept of "the farm problem" has received abundant attentiono 
In view of the range of definitions encountered in the literature, and 
in order to have a starting point for this i nvestigation, a definition 
of this farm problem is required. Farm "problems" are many, including 
the instability of farm prices and incomes, rural poverty, problems of 
I 
specific connnodities, low absolute incomes, and low relative incomeso 
Professor Shepherd has presented the situation concisely: 
·It is necessary to · distinguish just what the agricul-
tural price and income problem is•-whether there really is 
a problem, or only appears to be; ~hether it is a. price pro-
blem, or an income problem; whether it is a problem of in-
come stability, or levelp 'of production o'vercapadty; 
whether .. it,. affects all farmers, or on1y small farmers, or 
large commercial farms , or livestock or crop farmers~ or 
soine other group--and then to determine the causes, so as 
to· be in the best position to appraise remedial action. 1 
The income and production aspects of ,farm problems ar e examined in greater 
detail in the following section t o further delineate the "farm problem" 
to be considered o 
1 Geoffrey So Shepherd, Farm Policy: New Directions (Ames, 1964), 
p. 5 0 
1 
2 
Indications .of Disequilibrium 
The income problem may be discussed in terms of the incomes of farm 
and nonfarm workers. 2 Annual farm income per worker increased from an 
average of $338 in the 1910-14 period to $2,).75 in 1963 (current dol-
3 lars) . During the same period the average ann~al wage per employed 
4 factory worker increased from $547 to $5,168. In terms of relative in-
comes the ratio of farm to nonfarm worker incomes decreased from .62 in 
1910-14 to .46 in 1963. 
During the 1910-63 period, total gross farm income increased from 
$7. 7 billion (1910-14 average) to a $40 . 5 billion (1963l in current dol-
lars, but production expenses increased more rapidly, so that total net 
5 income as a percentage of total gross income declined from. 51 . 0 to 30.8. 
The index of farm output measures the volume of farm production 
available for eventual human use. 6 Relative to a 1957-59 base, output 
has increased from an index of 51 in 1910 to 68 in 1939, and to 112 in 
1963. 7 The increase of 44 in the index over the last 24 years compared 
2 Realized net income from farming (including government payments 
plus total farm wages) divided by the average number of persons engaged 
in agriculture during the year (including farm operators and other family 
workers as well as hired workers). 
3 U. s. Department of Agriculture, Farm Income .. Situation, ERS (Wash-
i ngton, 1964), p . 43. 
4 Ibid., p . 43. 
5 Ibid., p. 37 . 
6 U.S . Department of Agriculture, Changes .in Farm Production and 
Efficiency, ERS, Statistical Bulletin No. 233 (Washington., 1964) , p . 6 . 
7 Ibid., pp . 7-8. 
with t he increase of 17 in, the 29-year earlier period indicates the 
rapid increases in output . brought about by technologic_aJ improvements 
during the past two and one-half decades o 
In view of this tremendous . increase in output, coupled with a 
qeclining farm population, why . have. incomes not increased? The answer 
lies partly in rising prices farmers pay for production items, but 
primarily in the response of prices received by farmers . to . increased 
output. This response, the measure of which is called. the .price elas-
ti.city of demand, is such that _an increase in output . can .. only be sold 
at prices reduced proportionally. more than output increases. 
Based on a price elasticity .of..demand for farm .. products of -.25, 
a LO percent increase in the .quantity of agricultu-~al connnodities 
placed on the market will occasion a 4.0 percent drop in price. 
The connnercial farm problem .has , been defined. as . an excess of farm 
production capacity . The magnitude of this excess capacity has been 
8 estimated for the years 1955-62. . . By employing . the idea .of "socially 
acceptable prices" (defined .as .national average farm commodity prices 
· .. resulting from government s .tabilization of prices . through the Connno-
dity Credit Corporation, . acreage .removals, and export .. programs) the 
divergence between "unregulated . production119 and. "connnercial 
8 
Fred H. Tyner and Luther G. Tweeten, "Excess Capacity in U. So 
.Agriculture", Agricultural. Economics Research, XVI (Washington, 1964), 
p . 28. 
9 
Unregulated production is _defined as the quantity of output which 
3 
would have entered the commercial market i n the absence,. of government 
divers i ons through Connnodity Credi,t Corporation, land withdrawal programs, 
and subsidized exports. 
10 
utilization" provides the .. specification of an "adjustment gap ." The 
adjustment gap (ratio of diversions to probable output) in percentage 


















The most important i mplication of these esti mates ·is that prices 
would have been depressed by from about 20 to 40 percent if_these quan-
tities had not been diverted, and would have strongly . accented the in-
come problem. 
4 
Excess aggregate production implies an over-commitment of resources 
to agriculture . This raises questions of ''Which particular resources 
are in over-supply?" "How might an economic equilibrium: be achieved?" 
and "What would be the effects . of .. resource reallocations ~on the resources 
themselves, farming communities .. , and the nonfarm secto;r?" What has been 
t he impact of changes in nonfarm variables on ·f arm adjustments? It wi 11 
be the task of this study to .estimate the produc t ivity of various re-
sources used in farming, develop hypotheses relating to the effects of 
changes in selected variables on farm output and incomes-, .. and estimate the 
extent of farm,,;.nonfann inter.relations through selected ,i;esource markets . 
Explicit objectives will be given in the fin&l section of this chapter. 
10 
Commercial utilization is defined as the quantity of output selling 
at "market ptices" in the domestic sector plus esti mates of exports that 
would have occurred ' in the absence of subsidi e s. 
5 
Why Problems Exist and Persist 
The problems of conunercial agriculture have arisen because the 
American farmer has been quick to take advantage of innovations such as 
hybrid seeds,, imprc;,ved livestock breeds, efficient machinery, cl'lemical 
weed- and pest-control agents, and high-analysis ferti_lizer~, which t;he 
nonfarm economy has provided. The rapid adoption , of new production tech-
niques has allowed output per worker to expand such that fewe r persons 
~re required on farms o 
For resource use to remain in equilibrium (or not to diverge further 
from equilibrium) given these technological advances, . a . reallocation of 
resources is required. Given the relative constancy of agricultural 
output demanded, a reduction in certain resources is indicated o As an 
example of problems this poses, however, land can either be idled or else 
gradually transferred out of agricultural use to urban . use for recrea-
tion, housing, shopping areas, industrial parks, airports, and roads. 
Current demand for new farm operators is sufficient to pr~vide em-
ployment for only a small fraction of today's farm .youth as replacements 
for retiring farm operators. This potential excess of manpower plus the 
current excess sums to a figure that creates tremendous problems of find-
ing employment in the .urbanized sector . A general approach to the im-
mobility of resources in agriculture discussed below indicates more 
clearly reasons why reallocation does not occur rapidly o 
An . equilibrium use of .resources in the economy . is defined as that 
use which equates returns to any given - resource between .its alternative 
employmentso Theoretical l y, a resource will be trans f erred to higher-
paying uses until equilibrium is reached if certain conditions of mobility 
6 
are met o Since disparate returns exist for certain .. resources between 
farm. and nonfarm uses, these conditions are obviously not met. The 
fact of the matter is .that the nature of many farm resources i nhibits 
their use in nonfarm employmen.t4 Transformation .of these resources 
into other capital forms is hindered by low salvage values o This "re-
11 12 source fixity" concept is presented by Johnson , Hathaway , and others 
so it is not necessary to elaborate it here o 
Besides the purely economic criteria indicated in ,the preceeding 
paragraphs, certain non-economics phenomena provide . strong barriers to 
timely reallocation of resources. Some· of these . are goals . and values of 
farm and nonfarm people and the declining political power of the rural 
constituency. Goals and .:values . are identified as . the major problems in 
.. farm policy by Heady and BurchinaL 13 Regardi ng the "farm problems" 
they say that~ "The problem continues not bec ause .economis ts lack general 
understanding of its causes .or alternatives which could .allevi ate it, but 
because public agreement is · gene-rally lacking on the appropriate means 
14 and, to an extent, on the proper objectives of farm policy . " The 
long-adhered to "agricultural · fundamentalism" concept which Paarlberi5 
11Glenn L. Johnson, "Supply Function - Some Facts and Notions," Agri-
cultural Adjustment Problems in.!. Growing Economy (Ames, 1958), pp . 78ff. 
12Dale E. Hathaway, Government and Agricul ture .. (New .Yorkl} 1963), 
pp . llOff . 
13Earl o. Heady and Lee Go Burchinal, "The Concern With Goals and 
Values in Agriculture," Gods .and Values in Agricultural Policy, Iowa 
State University Center for Agricul t ural and Economic Adjustment (Ames, 
1961), Chapter l o 
14Ibid . , p . L 
15 ) . Don Paarl berg, American . Farm Policy (New Yor k, 1964, Chapter 1 . 
., 
I 
details in his Agricultural Creed apparently remains a strong deterrent 
to sound policy formulation and implementation. 
Attempts to Solve These Problems 
In order to form the setting for evalution of alternative policies, 
let us consider briefly the approaches taken in the recent past . Pro-
grams have embodied such . measures as raising or stabilizing prices 
farmers receive directly, controlling prices and quantities indirectly 
through marketing agreements and orders, providing increased credit, 
attempts to expand the demand for farm products, .direct payments to pro-
ducers, and production adjustments through administrative controls. The 
lack of a consistent pattern is pointed out in the following statement: 
Since about 1920, therefore, the United States has had 
no clearly defined agricultural policy . · Because of this, 
agricultural programs ·and activities for the past two and a 
half decades have lacked an over-all guiding purpose and have 
been undertaken in haphazard fashion one at a time to meet 
each specific agricultural "problem" as it arose . 16 
Since the 1910-14 period was viewed as a "fair" period for agricul-
ture, we can use it as a starting point for a brief . review of U. s. 
agricultural problems and policies . With the expanding urban sector 
farmers could leave agriculture in substantial numbers . Inflation en-
gendered by World War I placed a heavy debt .and tax .burden on,.agriculture. 
Continued high output coupled with reduced demand. after . the war caused 
prices received by farmers . to drop from an i ndex of 228 (1909-14 = 100) 
in -1919 to 128 in 1921. 
16 U. S. Congress; · 80th · Congress, 1st Sess ion; ·b2!!.8.-Range Agricul-
tural Policy, Preliminary Report of the Committee on Agriculture of the 
House of Representatives (Washington, 1947), p . 13 . 
8 
Demand for action programs took the fo rm of commodity cooperatives 
and "big business" tactics. When these efforts met with U.mited success, 
the idea of government programs gained acceptance. Though many farmers 
rejected the i dea that 
a monopoly type apptoach was either . feasible or 
desirable, • • • , such techrtiques were to become prominent 
and widely favored, in the McNary-Haugen plan so vigorously 
pushed in the last half of the 1920's, in the mildly monopo-
listic approach sponsored by . the Federal Farm Board in the 
early I930's and in the more drastic program of acreage 
controls, matketin'.g agteements and quota systems t hat came 
in 1933 and after . 17 
The objective of the farm programs of this period was to raise prices of 
farm products relative to nonfarm commodities and protect the equities 
of farmers who were in debt. 18 Coupled with these emergency programs 
were longer-term programs for soil conservation, i mprovement of credit 
facilities, and aid to low -income farmers . 
Begi nning with 1941 and World War II, the emphas is · of the government 
farm programs abruptly changed· to increasing most · .types · of production as 
much as possible . Thus the control progr ams were abandoned . and i ncentive 
programs took their place . Circumstances were now r eversed . and the pro-
blem to a government waging war . and .. attempting to .controlinflation at the 
same time was holding farm prices down. 
17 Murray R. Benedict, Can We Solve the Farm Problem? (Baltimore, 
1955), p . 7. 
18Ibid., p. 12. 
9 
In a compromise move ·whereby 1 agricultural representatives tacitly 
19 accepted price ceilings at parity, the government guaranteed that prices 
of farm products would be supported at 90 percent of parity for two years 
after the close of the war • . This measure, which was . intended to prevent 
a reoccurence of the price :. drop :following World .War. I, .became the basis 
20 for later demands to continue, to s.upport farm prices at . or near parity. 
The expected slump did not .materialize, and the Korean .. War kept up the 
favorable conditions for . agriculture . Problems .had .not . ceased to exist; 
they had -merely changed form. : As·.a .result of favorable . prices, farm out-
put continued to expand and the government accumulated surplus stocks . 
Programs were initiated to reduce this buildup of surpluses. During the 
1950's the programs were designed to influence farm production and re-
source use through establishment of controls on land inputs . 
Speci fi e programs of recent years have included the Soil Bank Act 
of 1956, which provided for an· Acreage Reserve (terminated after 1958) 
and a Conservation Reserve providing for contracts of 3, 5, or 10 years 
to be made between 1956 and. 1960 . The Acreage Reserve was in e f fect for 
cotton, corn, wheat, rice, and-: tobacco during 1956-58 ... and .for peanuts 
during 1956. only. Acreage rem~ved from producti~n by this program was 
estimated at 12 . 2, 21.4, and 17 . 2 million acres for t he t hree years, 
19 Parity of prices for agricultural products is . defined in terms 
of purchasing power relative . to· that enjoyed during the 1910-:-,14 period . 
The · parity index is the ratio· of prices received · to . prices paid and is 
the measure of this r~lative purchasing power . -See · U. · S. Department of 
Agriculture, Agricultural Prices, SRS (Washington, 1964), pp. 42-43 . 
20 Benedict, p. 14. 
21 r espectively o The. Conservation Reserve acreage during the 1956-60 
22 period was L4, 6 . 4P 9 . 9, 22.4, and 28.4 million acres . A r eview of 
these programs and analyses of their effects can be found in Economic 
23 Effects of Acreage Control Programs in the 1950's and The Impact of 
Price Support Programs Upon~ Available Supplies of~ Products, 
1948-56. 24 
10 
The foregoing discussion- points up -the strong interrelations between 
agriculture and our economy as a whole. What happens to agricultural 
income is strongly influenced by government programs, national income 
and employment, inflationary trends and urban demands for land . 
Objectives of This Study 
The General Objec tive 
Formulation of policy for commercial agriculture from a purely eco-
nomic standpoint requires quantitative knowledge. of the productivity of 
resources used in agriculture and the manner i n which agriculture relates 
to other sectors of the economy. The general objective of this study is 
to investigate the productivity of aggregate farm .inputs and to develop 
21 U. s. Department of Agriculture, Farm Production-Tr ends, Prospects, 
and Programs, Agricultural Information Bulleti n No. 239 (Washington, 1961), 
p . 29. 
22Ibid . 
23 Raymond P. Christensen and Ronald O. Aines, Economic Effects of 
Acreage Control Programs in the 1950's, U. S. Department .of Agriculture, 
Agricultural Economic Report No . 18 (Washington, 1962) 0 
24 Dale E • . Hathaway and J ohn F. Stolls teimer, The Impact of Price 
Support Programs Upon . the Available Supplies of Farm Pr oducts, 1948-56, 
Michi gan State University Technical Bulletin No" 277 .. (East Lansing , 1960). 
11 
a model which will allow prediction of the extent and direction of im-
pacts on agriculture of postulated changes in the levels·. cf variables 
such as government diversions of excess production, government payments 
to farmers, acreage contrals, geneTal price supports, unemployment, dis-
·posable incomej and input prices. 
§pecific Objectives 
Specific objectives of-.this study are tog 
(1) Develop productivity coefficients (production elasticities) 
for nine groups of farm inputs and construct.a series of 
aggregate production functions for. the. period .1932-1961. 
(2) Estimate coefficients in a system of. equations describing 
the demand for .. inputs used in agriculture. 
(3) Construct a recursive economic model--including demand 
equations for .. inputs, the agricultu:raLproduction function, 
and pertinent, behavioral and institutional. equations--to 
describe the, economic structure of .. the agri~ultural sector" 
(4) Use the recu-rsive economic model to .simulate the. levels of 
selected variables over the period, 1930-:-60 as a means of 
answering the .following questions: 
(a) What is the long term impact of government programs on 
farm output, income, and employment? 
(b) What are the effects of changes in pdces of inputs 
supplied by the nonfann sector, national unemployment 9 
and consumer disposable income. on. the farm economy? 
(c) What is the impact of different rates of te<t';hnofogical 
advance on farm variables? 
12 
In the following. chapter the use of the simulation technique in 
economic research is elaborated~,. Chapter III covers._ the estimation of 
producti\rity coefficients for fann inputs and the .. specification of an 
aggregate agricultural production· ·function. The remaining equations in 
the .model are estimated in Chapter" IV, and the ... complete .model in form 
for simulation is summarized~ Testing of the predictive 8:bili ty of the 
simulation model in Chapter. V. precedes the results .. of 15 simulations and 
a discussion o.f their implications bi; terms of~ the questions. raised above. 
Chapter VI sutmrun:izes proceduTe, ~results and implications, limitations, 
· .and· .concludes with. suggesiti.ons. ,for further research. 
The aspect of }'the farm· problem" to be treated· in this study is 
based on the visualization of agriculture as an industry •. Consequently 
the income problems of the agrarian segment with few-resources and which 
produces only a small- percentage- o-f. total output .are- not- specifically 
considered. 
CHAPTER II 
SIMULATION AS A RESEARCH METHOD 
Methods of analysis employing simulation have found extensive favor 
as tools of management science for industryo The construction of scale-
model plant layouts is an example of the use of simulation, as are Monte 
Carlo analyses of the expected costs associated with maintenance of dif-
ferent machine systemso The reasoning underlying the use of simulation 
by industry is: 
Models and the process of simulation provide a 
convenient means whereby the decision maker may be provided 
with factual information regarding the operations under his 
control without disturbing the operations themselveso Thus, 
the simulation process is essentially one of indirect experi-
mentation involving the testing of alternative courses of 
action before they are adoptedol 
Simulation involves the application of logical reasoning to a scale 
model of selected real-world phenomenag whether the scale model be one 
of equations or the prototype of a physical planto Obviouslyi simulatiqn 
is not a well-defined technique such as linear programming~ least squares, 
or other familiar tools of economic researcho Rather 9 it is a general 
method of analysis that complements the more explicit techniqueso As 
such it is coming increasingly into use in non-industrial applicationso 
The following quote provides a rationale for the application of 
1iv. Jo Fabrycky and Paul Eo Torgerson~ OperatioU§_.Economy 9 (Engle-
wood Cliffsi 1966), Po 200 
13 
simulation to economic analyses: 
Mathematical models are largely restricted to forms 
unsuitable for nonlinear and dynamic phenomena that are 
significant ·in the process of economic development a Besides, 
most mathematical models are optimizing modelso This implies 
that specific goals have to be set before the path of progress 
leading to the goals can be successfully laid downo 
B·oth of these difficulties can be obviated by resorting 
to simulationo The method not only permits the study of 
mutually inteJ;"acting processes involving nonlinearities and 
time lags, but also does not require the assumption of opti-
mum solutionso2 
14 
The complementarity between simulation and other explicit techniques 
can be seen if the simulation procedure is described as being composed of 
two major elements~ (1) a specified dynamic system; and 1 (2) variables 
whose values are to be evolved from the systemo The first element may 
combine equations where the coefficients have been estimated by least 
squares or simultaneous techniques and may include linear programming or 
other sub-problemso As the second element, values of the variables in-
volved can be traced through consecutive time periods 0 beginning ~ith a 
set of specified conditionso 
The following section summarizes the current applications of the 
simulation process to economic analyseso 
A Review of Simulation Literature 
Though simulation as an economic research tool is fairly new 9 a con-
siderable amount of literature has developed on the subjecto In the 
following paragraphs is a brief review of the literature involving the 
2 Edward Pa Holland and Ro Wo Gillespie~ Experiments £!!,, ,! Simulated 
Underdeveloped Economyg Development Plans ~ Balance=.2!=2~:yments 
Policies~ (Cambridge 9 1963)0 
15 
simulation of economic systemso 
Babb and French3 discuss the use of simulation procedures with 
particular reference to their potential for use by food processing firmso 
They distinguish between the broad characterization of simulation as model 
building (which is not new) and the use of measureable variables and 
quantitative methods such as Monte Carlo methods to generate a stream of 
behavior (which~ new)o 
Halter and Dean have employed simulation as a decision-making aid 
for the operation of a large California cattle rancho Formulation of 
expectations of prices is the main managerial policy testedg but impli= 
cations for broader applications under conditions of uncertainty are 
stressedo 'Validity of the model is tested by comparing computer results 
with all pertinent available knowledge about the actual system~ and re= 
vising by increments until it is an acceptable representation of the real 
114 systemo 
Zusman and Amiad5 extend the application of simulation to farm plan-
ning under weather uncertaintya They attempt in their article to deter= 
mine the optimal organization and managerial policies of a farm operating 
under low and unstable rainfalla The performance characteristics of 
various decision rules are evaluated by simulating the farm over a set 
3 Ea Mo Babb and Co Eo French i, "Use of Simulation Procedures/' 
Journal of Farm Economics~ XLV (1963)~ ppa 876=8770 
---- - -==- ------
4Aa N. Halter and Ga Wo Dean 0 "Use of Simulation in Evaluating 
Management Policies Under Uncertainty~ Application to a Large Scale 
Ranch/' Journal .2£, ~ Economics, XLVII (1965), PPo 557=5730 
5Pinhas Zusman and Amotz Arni ad t nsimuladon ~ 
Planning Under Conditions of Weather Uncertaintyj 
Economics!) XLVII (1965) ® ppo 574=594a 
A Tool for Fann 
"Journal of Farm """""'=""""'---
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of sampled sequences of years with weather events constituting the main 
stochastic inputs o 
Crotn and Maki6 use a semi-annual model of the livestock-meat ec.onomy 
to illustrate five types of adjustments to improve the simulation model 
in terms of conformity to the real world si tuationo They emphasize that 
errors may accumulate sufficiently to render the model virtually useless 
for analysis and projection unless these adjustments are madeo 
A comprehensive, though brief, discussion of the development and use 
7 of simulation as a research tool is given in a 1960 article by Orcutto 
He covers models, the role of simulation, computer simulation of complex, 
large-scale systems; and discusses a demographic model of the U. So house-
hold sector as a demonstration of the potential usefulness of simulation 
for models of economies built from micro-componentso 
Orcuttu s article 1, the first of three in a simulation symposilml, pre= 
cedes articles by Shubik, and Clarkson and Simona Shubik8 discusses five 
areas of new interest to economics which depend on the advent of the 
high-speed digital computero Among these are~ (1) data processing; (2) 
analytical methods; (3) simulation; (4) gaming, and (5) artificial in-
telligence. Simulation is further classified as "tactical" (applied 
micro-economics 9 or operations research) and "strategic" (aspects of the 
whole economy 9 industry level 0 or firm level with part of its innnediate 
6Richard J. Crom and Wilbur R. Maki, "Adjusting Dynamic Models to 
Improve Their Predictive Ability, 11 Journal 9!, Farm Economics, XLVII (1965)11 
ppo 963-9720 
7Guy Ho Orcutt, "Simulation of Economic Systems~" American Econo~ 
Reviewp L (1960), PPo 893=9070 
~artin Shubik 9 "Simulation of the Industry and the Firm/1 American 
Economic Review 9 L (1960) 9 PPo 908=919. 
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environment)o An important contribution of this paper is the review of 
investigations involving simulation~ including references to some mili-
tary uses of the technique o 
Clarkson and Simon9 deal with simulation as an aid to study of the 
theory of the firm and oligo.poly theory, also pointing out the use in 
operations research and dynamic macroeconomicsj particularly business 
cycle theory and "cobweb" theory. In the latter use they describe simu-
lation as an additional technique for numerical analysis 9 permitting study 
of a system 0 s behavior when initial conditions and parameters are varied, 
and allowing much larger systems to be formulated and studied than could 
be analyzed numerically without this tool. 
10 Suttor and Crom list some advantages of the use of simulation as: 
(1) allowing more complexity and realism than is possible in models which 
must be solved by conventional mathematical techniques; (2) allowing the 
construction of theories that take into account the qualitative aspects 
of human decision making, (3) usefulness in handling problems of aggrega-
tion, (4) ease of understanding by persons without advanced technical 
training in economics, mathematics, and statistics, and (5) ease of anal-
ysis of the effects of different assumptions on the solution o They 
suggest that the role of simulation in agricultural economics research 
can involve either theoretical or applied researcho Applications cited 
include Har1°s use of a simulator to trace the effects of linear 
9 Geoffrey Po E. Clarkson and Herbert Ao Simon 9 "Simulation of In-
dividual and Group Behavior.'' American Economic Review, L (1960)~ PPo 920-
932. 
10 Richard Eo Suttor and Richard Jo Crom, "Computer Models and 
Simulation/' Journal of Farm Economics il XLVI (1964), PP o 1341- 50 0 ~--- - - -----
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prog~amming solutions in studying the effects of alternative farm legal 
11 arrangements; simulation runs of a price-output model of the livestock-
12 meat economy; and others already mentioned in this review o 
13 In a discussion of Suttor and Crom 9 s articlej McKee says that the 
simulation approach offers the economic researcher a feasible substitute 
for direct experimentation as a means of determining the probable effect 
of changes that might be imposed on the economic system of the real world. 
He points out that the most crucial problem in a simulation study involves 
the development of a representative economic modelp which depends upon 
the model builder 0 s knowledge and understanding of the functioning of the 
real world systemo McKee disagrees with some of the statements of Sutter 
and Crom, particularly the point about a simulation model revealing the 
workings of the economic systems simulated o Instead, he says 9 the rela-
tionships existing among the components of the system are part of the 
assumptions, therefore the working of the economic system is assumed in 
building the modelo 
The Use of Simulation in This Study 
and the Theoretical Model 
Relations between variables in agriculture, and between agriculture 
and the nonfarm sector are dynamic, and not always suited to analysis by 
1~eil Eo Harlp unpublished researchp Iowa State Universityp Ames, 
19640 
12 Richard Jo Crom p "Computer Modeb of Price and Output Determinaticn 
in the Livestock=Meat Economy," unpublished Ph oDo thesis 0 Iowa State 
University D Amesp 1964 0 
13 Dean Eo McK.ee i "Discussion g Computer Models and Simulation" 
Journal .2£.~ Economicsp XLVI (1964) 9 pp o 1350=520 
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conventional quantitative techniques exclusivelya Nor do 18 optimum11 solu-
tions specified by many models provide the information needed for work= 
able policy dedsionsa What is needed is a quantitative procedure which 
can include time lags~ nonlinearitiest and recursive or reactive effects 
over a period long enough to give confidence in the stability potential 
of a modela 
Simulation 0 as dis cussed earlier in this chapter, is such a pro-
cedure a The use of simulation in this study will be to generate a stream 
of values for twenty=four economic variables over the period 1930=19600 
The starting point involves decisions by farmers to purchase inputs and 
allocate resources to production based on 1929 and 1930 dataa Further 
decision rules are based on least squares regression coefficientsi> esti-
mates of future levels of certain variables~ and the known values of 
other variablesa 
Prior to discussing the model and procedure in specific detailt let 
us refer to a generalized flow diagram of the model ii as in Figure la This 
type of diagram (Figure 1) is the initial step in formulating the model 
and in writing the computer program to perform the calculati.ons a Block 
A consists of seven behavioral equations and three identitiesa The ?even 
variables estimated are (1) acres· of cropland used for crops in year ,l, 
(2) crop and livestock inventory at the beginning of year t + li (3) stock 
· of productive assets at the beginning of year t + li (4) purchases of 
machinery during year ,l, (5) stock of machinery at the beginning of year 
t + 1~ (6) price of real estate during year .t~ and (7) total value of 
real estate during year _lo The three identities define average levels of 
crop and livestock inventory~ stock of productive assets~ and stock of 
machinery a 
A. CALCULATE ESTIMATED VALUES OF BEHAVIORAL VARIABLES IN PRE-INPUT EQUATIONS 
CALCULATE ESTIMATED VALUES 
OF INPUT VARIABLES 
CALCULATE OUTPUT 
(PRODUCTION FUNCTION) 
DETERMINE PORTION OF OUTPUT 
ENTERING COMMERCIAL MARKET 
DETERMINE PRICE RECEIVED AS A FUNCTION 
OF COMMERCIAL MARKETINGS AND DEM.AND VARIABLES 
CALCULATE GROSS FARM INCOME 
YES 
Figure 1. Generalized Flow Diagram of the Simulation Model 
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Although the equations are grouped in one block, they still retain 
recursive aspects. TI-tat is 1 estimated purchases are included in the stock 
of machinery equation, the estimated price of real estate becomes a vari-
able in the value of real estate equation~ and the three estimates for 
t + 1 enter into the identities. 
The estimates from block A feed into various equations in block B1 
either directly or indirectly. Block B consists of ten equations and 
provides estimates of the levels of nine agricultural input groups . The 
input groups are (1) expenditures for fertilizer and lime, (2) feed~ 
seed, and livestock expenditures, (3) labor expense ~ (4) machinery owner-
ship expense, (5) real estate expense, (6) fuel and machinery operating 
charges, (7) miscellaneous current operating expense, (8) interest on 
crop and livestock inventories, and (9) real estate taxes. (Input cate-
gories are described in the following chapter.) 
All of the estimates from block B feed into the appropriate produc-
tion function (1930-41, 1942-51, or 1952-60) as the next step , and the 
estimated output for year .E, results. Tite commercial market qu~tity is 
defined as output minus : (1) home consumption ~ (2) changes in inventories 
on farms, and (3) government diversions . Tite aggregate conunodity demand 
function enters next, using the commercial marketings from the preceding 
equation, and exogenous data on population, income~ and prices of other 
consumer goods. The final equation specifies gross farm income as a 
function of the quantity of commercial marketings ~ prices received by 
farmers, and government payments to farmers o 
This completes the cycle for one year , and the simulation begins 
again at block A for the next cycle p using both actual data and estimates 
from the preceding cycle 9 until the desired number of years have been 
22 
simulatedo 
The equations in implicit and estimated forms will be presented in 
the ensuing two chapters 9 with the complete detailed model given at the 
end of Chapter Ifo 
Restating ·the intent of the simulation model briefly=-it is expected 
that the model developed will be revised until it generates estimates that 
are satisfactory approximations of the observed series, thus providing 
a vehicle for the analysis of the effects of postulated changes in the 
data series usedo Analytical employment of the simulation model is under-
taken in Chapter Vo 
CHAPTER III 
PRODUCTIVITY OF AGRICULTURAL INPUTS 
The present and past discrepancies between the production and utili-
zation of farm products evidences the need for more quantitative knowl-
edge of the relationship between farm inputs and aggregate production. 
The adoption of new technology by farmers has increased the productivi ty 
of conventional resources tremendously, and the combination of a relatively 
stable bundle of resources with this productivity increase has resulted in 
an output which exceeds foreign and domestic demands at acceptable prices. 
In order to develop a model of the agricultural sector for determin-
ing the effects of various alternative p~licies on input use, output, 
prices, and income, estimates of the input productivity coefficients are 
required. The purpose of this chapter is to develop estimates of the 
1 elasticities of production for nine groups of agricultural inputs and 
specify an aggregate production function. 
1 The elasticity of production 
defined as the percent change in Y 
X, and is expressed mathematically 
of an input X used in producing Y is 
resulting from a one pti'rcent change in 
as 'aY X. -- . 
'bX y 
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A Method for the· Estimation 
of Production Elasticities2 
Adjustment Model Hypothesis 
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The traditional estimating approach has been the derivation of pro-
duction elasticities from a directly estimated least squares production 
3 function, usually using time series .data. Among the problems encoun-
tered by researchers using direct least squares is that of highly corre-
lated "independent" variables. It is not poss i ble to directly estimate 
from time series the production elasticities for a f unction such as 
(1) 
b1 b2 bn 
Y = aXl x2 ••• xn 
1 4 
because of high correlations between tpe data series Xi . Therefore, 
output is usually regressed on a limited· number of highly aggregated 
variables, with the result that output is "described"; however , the 
usefulness . of es ti mated coefficients .is . greatly lessened due to the 
degree ~of aggregation. 
2 Much . of the material for this , sec·tion·.has been developed from 
drafts of· a .paper presented at . the 1965-meetings of the American Farm 
Economics·. Association at Stillwater, · Oklahoma: Fred H. Tyner and Luther 
G. Twee.te°'~ '.'A Methodology for Estimating·. Production Parameter s," 
Journal ·of Farm Economics, XLVII (1965), pp . 1462-67. 
3 Zvi Griliches, "Estimates of the Aggregate Agricultural Produc-
tion Function from Cross-Section. Data~" · Joumal of Farm Economics, XLV 
(1963), pp. 419-428; Earl O. Heady and Luther c .·"""rweeten, Resource 
Demand and Str.ucture of ~ Agricultural Indus t ry . (Ames, 1963) , Chapter 
4; and. Earl O. Heady and John L. Dillon, Agricultural Production Func-
tions (Ames, , 1961) . 
4 Simple correlation coeffici ents ( t her e are 9 !/2 !7! = 36 correla-
tions ) for t he nine categories consider ed in t his study wer e .73, 
. 83 ••• , . 99 . The matrix of sums of squar es i s t hen s o nearly singular 
as t o give hi ghly dubi ous resul ts. 
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A second approach is to estimate the production function from cross-
sectional data by least squares, but this procedure does not accommodate 
the very important dynamic features of the production function. 
Another approach is the use .of factor shares5 as an instrument for 
analysis of · the functional distribution of · income and factor productivity. 
6 The earliest published work in .this . area was by W. I. King, with re-
cent extensive work on factor shares ,in .agriculture carried out by Ruttan, 
Stout, and MacEachern. 7 
The .factor share approach avoids the least squares problem of multi-
collinearity and allows greater· disaggregation. However, a major limita-
tion of the usual factor share approach is the assumption of economic 
equilibrium in order for the current factor share to be a valid measure 
of current productivity . If disequilibrium exists, or if factor pro-
ductivity is changing, then the use of factor shares as production 
5 The factor share is defined as the ratio of expenditure on an in-• put to the value of output. In common usage a linearly homogeneous pro-
duction function is assumed, and the application of Euler's theorem 
(See George Stigler, Production a~d Distili.bution Theories (New York, 
1941), pp. 325) results in each factor receivinst its marginal value pro-
duct. This -condition can be expressed as~Y/aX = P-y. /Py, which is the 
competitive .equilibrium condition. Multiplying through by X/Y gives the 
elasticity of production on the left equal to the factor share on the 
right. 
6 W. I. King, Wealth and Income ·of ·the People of the U. S. (London, 
1915), pp. 154-57. 
7v. w. Ruttan and T. T. Stout; "Regional Differences in Factor 
Shares in American Agriculture: 1925-5711 , Journal of Farm Economics, 
XLII (1960), pp . 52-68; T. T. Stout and V. W. Ruttan, "Regional Patterns 
of Technological Change in American Agriculture," Journal of Farm Eco-
nomics, XL (1958), pp. 196-207; and G. A. MacEachern and V. W. Ruttan, 
''National and Regional Changes in Factor Shares i n American Agriculture : 
Concepts, Measurement, and Implications," paper presented to conference 
on "Farmers . in the Market Economy;" Iowa .State University Center for 
Agricultural· and Economic Adjustment, Ames, May, 1963. 
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elasticities to .estimate least-cost or .equilibrium input levels is 
chronologically incorrect. 
The estimation procedure employed in this section is an attempt to 
combine favorable features of the least squares and factor share ap-
proaches • . The current factor share is used as a beginning estimate of 
productivity, but an adjustment model which assumes only a tendency 
towards equilibrium permits estimation of equilibrium production para-
meters from a disequilibrium current factor share structure. 
The .equality .of the factor . share and .. elastici ty of production under 
equilibrium conditions is shown in footnote 5. The adjustment model 
referred to in the preceeding paragraph is developed from the following 
reasoning: The process of adjustment in resource use at the farm level 
is not instantaneous (within a production period) because of risk, uncer-
tainity, technical restraints, institUtional rigidities, and psycholo-
8 gical resistance to change. Ideally, the ·. farmer considers his resource 
situation in .year 1_ and formulates a "bette.r" . utilization of his resources 
for year ... (or . production period) . t+l, based on· his subjective estimate of 
the optimum. This process of adjustment can be formalized into a model 
such as 
(2) 0 < g < 1 
which states that the change in factor use is some proportion, g, of the 
desired adjustment . (divergence from equilibrium), since in equilibrium 
8 
· E:f • . Marc Nerlove, Distributed Lags ~ Demand Analysis for Agri-
cultural:. ang Other Commodities, Agricultural Handbook -No. 141, U.S . 
Departmen.t of Agriculture (Washington, 1958), for a dhcussion of adjust-
ment models and reasons for lags in response. ·-· 
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E* = F. The coefficient g is restricted to the interval O < g < 1 be-
cause of the hypothesized tendency toward equilibrium and the lag in res-
ponse. Ft is the current factor share and E~ is the current equilibrium 
factor share (elasticity of production). Given the assumption that each 
firm is striving for maximum efficiency, E~ can be estimated by least 
squares. Let the first difference of the factor share, Ft - F , be 
t-1 
designated 6Ft, and the gE~ term as A. Then (2) can be written 'All 
(3) 
where 6Ft is the dependent variable; A is the constant, and g is the co-
efficient of the independent variable Ft-l" Since A and g are the least 
squares estimates, E~ can be estimated as E~ = A/g. 
Modifica.tion .oLthe Basic Adjustment Model 
.Equation . (2) implies constancy . in -the adjustment rate, g, and also 
in the equilibrium elasticity, Et· However, due to the multitude of 
technological advances made in agricultural production in the last half 
century, .it is .unlikely that the productivity. of all the conventional 
input . categories used in this study has remained constant. In order to 
allow. for . consideration of a changing elasticity of production the fol-
9 lowing equation was used: 
(4) 
4 
Ft - Ft-1 = g [(E' + l diDi - Ft-1], 
1 
where n1 .... 1 in each year 1912-21, zero elsewhere, 
n2. • 1 in each year 1922-31, zero elsewhere, 
9 Production .elasticities were ·estimated by decades beginning wi th 
1912 ... 21. Only estimates for the 1932-41 · and later decades are used i n 
this study for simulation analysis. 
D3 = 1 in each year 1932-41, ze r o elsewhere, 
D4 = 1 in each year 1942-51, zero elsewhere . 
Equation (4) replaces E~ with· its hypothesized equivalent, 
E' + I d!Di, allowing E~ to vary between. decades depending on the di 
1 
values. The estimates are Ef912 ... 21 • E' + d1; Ef922_31 • E' + d2; 
Ef932_41 = E' + d3; and Ef942_51 • E' + d4• The estimate Ef952_61 is 
simply E'. lO ' Again, E is determined by dividing the intercept term 
(A) in the least squares equation by the coefficient (g) of F t-l . 
Another, hypothesis is that. the rate of adjustment is not constant 
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for a particular factor Xi, but depends on some other variable measuring 
(for instance) . relative prices, · incoms levels, expectations, etc. 
Assuming Et is .constant, this hypothesis may be tested with a model such 
as 
(5) 
where . the .. rate of . adjustment, g, is a linea·r function (g' + hP t-l) of 
the parity ratio or .. other relevant variable. The g' term .represents the 
permanen,t eomp.onent of adjustmen.t and h the effect of the behavioristic 
variable. 
While the linear g-relation may nnt be- the most appropriate, sim-
plicity and convenience suggest its use. The constant E~ assumption is 
required in this case for estimational feasibility, i . e . , to prevent 
11 
over-identification and multicollinearity prob l ems . For example, 
10 
- J . .. Johnston, Econometric · Methods (New York, 1963), pp . 221-228, 
explains •. this application of dumny variables. 
11 
0:ver-identification in the sense .that multiple es t imates for the 
same parameter, are obtained . 
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4 
substitution of E~ • E' + l diDi in (5) gives 11 least squares coeffi-
1 
cients when there are only seven parameter estimates required. 
An additional variation allows a proportionate change rather than 
an absolute change in the factor share by reformulating equations ( 4) 
and (5) as (6) . and . (7), respectively: 
(6) 
· 4 d g :t .[E) Di il 
t-1 t-1 J 
( 7) 
~ =[E~ ] (g' + hPt- 1) 
F F 0 
t-1 t-1 




log Ft - log Ft-l • g[(log E' + l di log Di) - log Ft_1] 
1 
log Ft - log F t-l ,,. (g' + hP t-l) (log E~ - l og F t-l) 
which corresponds to equatioris (4) and (5) except for the use of loga-
rithmic data . for factor shares. Also, . the . dummy variableia in (8) and (9) 
are equal to 10 . in .the appropriate decades rather than 1 as i n their 
arithmetic counterparts . 
U f A i L S (ALS) 12 ~ .2.,_. utoregress ve east guares _ _ 
Economists using time-series ·data :have recognized autocorre l ated 
disturbances . (errors) as an important pr oblem in obtai ni ng accur ate 
parameter estimates . However, due . to the problems i nvolved i n des cribing 
12 . 
· Appreciation is due Dr . James E. Martin, Pr ofessor, Department of 
Agricultural . Economics, Oklahoma State Universi ty, for adapting his ALS 
computer program for this prc;,blem and for · mudh addi t ional assistance 
rendered on the ALS technique. 
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the influence. of the error term, mQst applied .. work relies on the assump-
tion that disturbiltlces in success:1ye. time. periods are random (statisti-
. . ,r~- ~; 
cally independent). The equations· tn the preceding section were first 
estimated by .. least squares, but examination. o·f the residuals indicated 
the likelihood of. autocorrelation. 
Hildreth and Lu have pointed outthe-effects of autocorrelated 
errors by,.re~estimating the coefficients .of 22 linear demand equations 
estimated by . other authors •13 Fuller· and Martin later developed an 
iterative procedure described as.Autoregressive Least Squares (ALS) 
which gave. improvements in accuracy, provided statistical tests of the 
autocorrelation coefficient, and .. reduced ex,tensively the calculation 
14 time . ove,r . the_ Hildreth-Lu procedure • 
. The basic .. model .(equation 2.) ,tas. presen,ted without the usual ass ump-
tion. of. a .. normally-distributed error term, et. The above type of equa-
tion tends .to possess an autocorrelated '.error term when estimated by 
conventional least squares, with. tl\e i:-e1u;1lt that parameter estimates are 
biased and inef.ficient. The ALS technique is.,used in this study as a 
method for obtaining additiQtlal and, hopefully, improved estimates of 
production parameters. 
13 Clifford Hildreth and John, Y.,, Lu-, ,Demand Relations ~ ~-
Correlated Distrubances, Michigan--State .University Technical Bulletin 
No. 276, (East .Lansing, 1960). 
14wayne .A. Fuller and James .E. ·Martin, ''The Effects of Auto-
correlated Erro,rs .on the Statistic·al Estimation of Distributed Lag 
Models; II Journal of I!!!!. Economics, XLIII (1961), pp. 71-82; and "A 
Note on.the .Effects ••• ," Journal·!i·F.arm.Economics, XLIV (1962), pp. 
407-410. · -Detailed comparisons .. of· Hildreth-Lu and autoregressive least 
squares estimates are presented in George W. Ladd and James E. Martin, 
Application. of.J)istributed Lag, .. and. Autocorrelated Error Models !Q. Short-
~. Demaud ... Analysis, Iowa State.University:·,Research Bulletin No. 526 
(Ames, 1964L . . . 
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If autocorrelation exists, the autocorrelated error term ut is added 
to equation (2) to get (10): 
(10) 
The simplest assumption regarding autocorrelated errors is the first 
order scheme in (11), 
(11) 
where S is the autocorrelation coefficiE!nt.- and. et Js, normally dis tri-
buted. 
The estimate of S is obt.aine.d by; the ALS procedure •. -To derive the 
equation, .. to .. be .. estimated, lag (10) and multiply by S for (12): 
(12) 
Solve (12) for Sut-l' giving (13): 
(13) 
Substituting equation (13) into (11) and the result into (10), and 
finally rearranging terms gives (14): 
(i4) F,- = 8(E*- SE* 1) + 0. - g +~0 13},_F, ... 1 t t t- · tr 
- (1 - g)SFt_2 + et, 
which is the equation to be estimated by ALs. 15 
4 
15with the. substitution E~ = E~ + l di Di' the equation becomes: 
4 4 l 
Ft= g(E~ ~ SE~_1) + g(l _diDi - Bl diDi ) + (1-g+S)Ft-l-(1-g)SFt-2+eto 
1 · t 1 t-1 · 
Estimates of g, 13, d1, and A [the coqstant term:. (gE~ - SE~_1)] are 
derived directly from the ALS proce4ure. Assuming 
Ef = E~_1, E' is calculated. as E' = A/g(l - 13). 
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Estimation of Production Elasticities 
Selection of Input Groups, 
Inp~t categories for which production elasticities were estimated 
I 
are those used by the Farm Production Economics Division, Uo S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture 9 for aggregating input costs. The categories 
chosen cover the range of farm·actual and opportunity costs: 
1. expenditures for fertilizer ~nd lime, 
2. purchases of feed, seed, and lives tock 
from the nonfarm sector' (essentially 
marketing charges) 9 
3o labor expense (with family and operator 
· labor priced:.at, the hired· labor wage rate), 
4,. machinery expet1~e (annuaiJ. interest charge 
on machinery inves tm.ent plus depreciation 
of motor vehicles and other machinery _and 
equipment), 
5. real estate expense (interest charge on 
real estate investment plus building de-
preciation, accident damage, repairs, ancl 
maintenance) i 
6. fuel, operation, and repairs of machinery, 
7. miscellaneous current operating expenses, 
Bo interest on crop and livestock inventories, 




Expenditures on operating inputs are market cash costs. Expendi-
tures on durables such as land and machinery are the depreciation and 
opportunity interest charge necessary· to maintain these inputs at the 
current level~ Family labor is assumed. to· be paid the hired labor wage 
rate. Thus, . inputs are valued at actual or. opportunity cost, and no 
input takes a residual return. 
All :inputs were used as reported in. current dollar value or were 
adjusted to current dollar value if reported,.in constant dollars. Data 
sources and adjustments are given in Appendix A, Table I. 
Calculation ofFactor Shares 
Using data. for the 1910-61 period,. facto.r shares were calculated 
for each input by dividing the annual expense estimate by adjusted gross 
farm income (gross income less government payments, less adjustments fo.r 
inter-farm sales of feed, seed, and livestock). The factor shares data 
are not, presented separately since they are calculated directly from the 
. . 
data in Appendix. A, Tab le I, but. trends ... in. factor shares for the period 
1910-61 are graphed in Figures 2, 3, and 4. 
If· factor use were in equilibrium in each year, the factor shares 
would sum to.one c.lnnually, given constant .. returns to scale. This is a 
requirement. sometimes imposed on .. estimates of factor shares, and corres-
ponding, adjustments are made, including assigning labor a residual share. 
In this study,.no such requirement is set, as explained above by the 
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Elasticity Estimates. Ob,taine.d, 
The equations discussed previously in this chapter were estimated 
by both · o·rdinary · least squares (LS) and -- autoregressive least squares 
(ALS_) -techniques. Comparison of the results indicated that equations 
which allowed · for · a changing elasticity :of ·production were the most 
promising; L .e., equations (4) and (6): 
(4) 
(6) 
Ft 1 i [
E' ri D di] g 
Ft-1 :; Ft-1 . 
Tqe · coefficients of adjustment ~and .. coefficients of dummy variables 
often differed considerably between the :LS :and · ALS runs. As · a criterion 
for choosing between the LS and ALS formulations, it seemed logical to 
use the ALS estimates (other things reasonably constant) where 8, the 
. 
coefficient of autocorrelation, tested significantly different from 
zero. ·Table · I .shows the estimated 8 values for arithmetic and logarith-
mic equations and indicates their significance levels based on Student's 
16 t-test- of .the hypothesis a - o. 
Table I indicates that autocorrelation was found to be a signifi-
cant problem in nine of the 18 equations estimated by ALS. Estimation 
of equation (4) in original values by LS for inputs 2, 3, 4, and 8, and 
16 A 
. A calculated t-value [ ( 8 - 8) /./variance ( S)] greater than the 
tabular t-value (5% level, appropriate: degrees of freedom) indicates 
· that rejection of the null hypothesis, 8· • O, is in order since the 
probability of a calculated t ~ t 5 is .05 or less if the null hypo-
thesis is true. Student's t-test·~s explained in most texts on infer-
ential statistics: Cf. Robert G. D. Steel and James H. Torrie, Princi-




AUTOCORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (S) ESTIMATED FOR EQUATIONS 
RUN IN ORIGINAL VALUES AND LOGARITHMS 
(1912-61) 
Input Groupa 





8 -.08464 -.37753 .40411 .82086 .13304 .07942 .16969 - . 55555 .25052 
th 0.42 2. 73* 3. 27** 7.86** 0.57 0.47 0.67 4.05** 1.13 
(Logarithms) 
A 
8 -.06539 -.47373 .41122 . 76889 .20246 - . 07927 . 20234 -.06789 .17441 
4.56** 2.47* 15.44* 1.70 C 1. 73 3.65** 5. 71** 
a Corresponds to numbering of input groups under "Selection of 
Input Groups" above. 
b Calculated t-values, 44 degrees of freedom. 
C No solution obtained. Logarithmic data gave a singular matrix . 
*,**Indicates significance at 5 and 1 percent levels, respectively . 
in logarithms for inputs 2, 3, 4, 8, and 9 would likely have resulted 
in biased coefficient estimates due to the failure of the error term to 
meet the assumptions of the general LS model. Use of these results in 
selecting the estimating equation to use for each input category will 
be made after consideration of additional criteria. 
Where the estimate of 8 did not differ significantly from zero, 
the ALS specification may still improve the fit of the equation by re-
ducing the residual sum of squares and providing more precise estimates 
of the other parameters. An appropriate method for evaluating this 
hypothesis is an F-test based on reduction in:the residual sum of 
17 squares. The test made was: 
where 
SSE1 - SSE l F = s as 
MSE l a s ' 
SSEls = LS residual sum.:of squares, 
SSE 1 = ALS residual sum of squares, a s 
MSE 1 = ALS residual mean square, a s 
and F has 1 and 44 degrees of freedom. 
The results of the F-test are shown in Table II. 18 LS and ALS 
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eqqations were compared both in original and logarithinic variables for 
each input group. 
Table II indicates that the regression sum of squares was in-
creased significantly by the ALS specification for inputs 2, 4, 7, 8, 
and 9 using original data, and for itiputs,2 and 4 using logarithmic 
data. In only two of these cases - inputs 7.and.9, original data -
was the a estimate shown in Table ~ .not .signif1,.cantly different from 
zero. __ Consideration will be given, ,to. these. results in the later dis-
cussion of the content_s of Table. IV. 
17 .- The test used is comparable to analysis of variance testing of 
the contribution of additional variables ,in. &' regression model, Cf·. 
Steel and Torrie, p. 288. The numerator-is equivalent to the addition 
to the regression sum of squares due to the ALS specification since the 
total sum of squares is the same: (SST - SSE 1 ) - (SST - SSE1 ) = SSE - SSE ·- as · S 
ls als • 
18 Calculated F-values a:i;:e compared with tabular values of F at the 
5% level for 1 and 44 degrees of freed~.'- - -If·calculated F> F 05 there 
are fewer than· 5 chances in 100 that the .disparity in the size of the 
two variances represented ~Y the numera.tor and denominator is due to 




RESULTS OFF-TESTS FOR EVALUATING REDUCTION IN RESIDUAL 
SUM OF SQUARES BETWEEN LS AND ALS EQUATIONS 
Input Groupa 
2 3 4 5 6 .. 7 8 9 
(Original) 
F 0.26 4.10* 0.86 5.37* 0.52 0.17 5,1.66** 106006** 80.82** 
(Lorari thms) 
F 0.12 6.23* Oo74 4.86* 1.52 b 1.00 ·o.39 4.67 
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a 
Corresponds to numbwring of input groups under "Selection of Input 
Groups" above. 
bNo solution obtained. Logarithmic data gave a singular matrix. 
*,**Indicates significance at 5 and 1 percent levels,. respectively. 
Appropriate degrees of freedom are 1 and 440 
An added criterion for selection of· a· single equation for each in-
put group is significance of the adjustment coefficient, g. Signifi-
c:ance levels of g in the LS and ALS equations are indicated in Table IIL 
(The coefficient appears as 1-g in the LS specification, but estimation 
by the ALS procedure with a= 0 gives the LS estimates of g and the 
other parameters and also provides a direct test of g.) 
The basic adjustment model allowed a gradual adjustment of inputs 
to equilibrium. However, the adjustment of factor use to equilibrium 
was not indicated to occur unless the estimated g-value was signifi-
cantly different from zero. Table III indicates g-values exceeded zero 
in all but nine of the 36 cases (including two cases where no estimate 












COMPARISON OF ADJUSTMENT COEFFICIENTS ESTIMATED BY LS AND 
ALS PROCEDURES USING ORIGINAL VALUES AND LOGARITHMS 
L.S. A,L.S. 
Original Logarithms .. Original Logarithms 
.59844** . 66073** . 53540** .60492** 
.30430** .43791** . 09961 .11301 
.45774* .44995* • 859:86.** • 87717** 
.29894* .28921* .75537** • 77901** 
• 33972** .31300** . 39749* .39648** 
. 23108* b .27880- C 
.35770* .36937** .44789 .47412** 
• 77691** • 82663** • 39132** • 77788** 
.19157 .26055 .31788 .44799** 
. aCorresponds to numbering of input groups under "Selection of 
Input Groups" above. 
b Estimated g was negative. 
cNo solution obtained . Logarithmic data gave a singular matrix. 
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*, **Indicates significance of g at levels of 5 and 1 percent, res-
pectively. The test criterion was Student's t-test with 45 degrees of 
freedom for LS equations and 44 degrees ·of ·freedom for ALS equations 
based on the null hypothesis g = O. 
. 2 
Table IV adds the coefficient of determination, R, (proportion of 
the variation in · the dependent variable accounted for by the regression 
specification) to the previously discussed criteria for selection of an 
estimating equation for each input category. The h.eirarchy of criteria 
is generally as follows: 
1. Select ALS equ~tion if t3 significant. (Choose between original 
2 and logarithmic specification 0.!1 basis of S, g, and R ) • 
2. Select ALS equation if S not different from zero but SSE is 




COEFFICIENTS OF DETERMINATION,~ ,ASSOCIATED CRITERIA 
FOR SELECTION, OF BEST EQUATION 
Eguation 'l'Yl!e and Data 
L.S. A.;L.S •. 
0 L 0 L 
Coefficient ~f D~tenrdnation (R2) 
.&Z. .80 .87 .• 80 
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&** . .59* 
.87**,+ -·· .83**,+ ~ 
.• 82 .&! 
.95 C 
.dl:'+ · .• 19 
..J.l*,++ .64** 
.81++ .85**,+ 
aCorresponds to numbering of input groups under "Selection of 
Input Groups" above. 
b Estimated g was negative. 
C No es·timate obtained. See footnote c, Table III. 
*,**Indicates significance of Bat 5 and 1 perc~~t ievels, respec-
tively. (From Table I) 
+,++Indicates a significant reduction in residual sum of squares over 
L. S. equation (5 and 1 percen_t levels, respectively). (From Tabie II) 
_,=:::Indicates significance of the adjustment coefficient g (5 and 
1 percent levels, respectively) (From T~ble III). 
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3. Select LS eqµation if (1) and (2) are not conclusive, deciding 
between original and logarithmic spec:i.fic~tion on basis of g 
2 
and R • 
Table V presents the equations selected and shows the associated 
production elasticity estimat~s. The basis of selection for input cate-
gories 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 9 is generally apparent from the heirarchy 
given above. For inputs 5 and 7, selection.of A.L.S.(L) over L.S.(L) 
was arbitrary, with little difference noted in the production elasticity 
estimates. 
The direction of change in the estimated elasticities over time 
seems consistent with observed evidence of input productivity; i.e., 
increases for fertilizer, machinery, and. fuel.and operating expens~s; 
and decreases for labor and real estate •. For the 1932-61 estimates, 
which are to be used in the simulation model,. the fertilizer elasticity 
of production increased from .026 to .• 043; the.productivity of feed, 
seed, and livestock purchased for production increased from .062 to .089; 
machinery productivity increased from • 061 to • 09 4; and the fuel and 
operating expenses of machinery production elasticity rose from, .065 to 
.103. The labor production elasticity estimates decreased from .348 to 
.290 from 1932-41 to 1952-61. Inputs .whose estimated productivity re-
mained relatively constant over the 30 year period were interest on 
crop and 1.1:vestock inventory (.046 to .041) and real estate taxes (.039 
to .035). Real estate production was ·about·equal in 1932-41 and 1952-
61, but showed·a·considerable decrease·during·the war and post-war 
period·of·the·l940's, suggesting-that a-scarcity of variable resources 




SELECTED ESTIMATES OF PRODUCTION.ELASTICITIES BY DECADES 
AND CORRESPONDING AVERAGE FACTOR SHARES 
Input a b Equation Item 1912-21 1922-31 1932-41 1942-51 1952-61 
1. L.S.(O) E* .02237 .02400 .02648 .02885 .04325 t Avg.FS .02275 .02428 .02600 .02828 .04235 
2. A.L.S.(L) E* .03256 .03067 .06165 .08766 .08862 t .02537 .03278 .03971 .06557 .07945 Avg.FS 
3. A.L.S.(O) E*' C C .34':f'.77 .34458 .28983 t Avg.FS C C • 35273 • 35339 .28555 
4. A.L.S. (O) E* .07813 .• 04648 .06056 .07768 .09408 t Avg.FS .04433 .05399 .06482 .05725 .10392 
5. A.L.S.(L) E* .34449 .30206 .23619 .14837 .23816 t ;34176 .33018 .27106 .14940 .22238 Avg.FS 
6. i.S.(O) E* .02698 .04722 .06513 .06901 010321 t Avg.FS .01815 · .• 04092 .Q6B00 .06394 .09625 
7. A.L.S. (L) E* .08296 .08187 .07550 .05133 .07793 t Avg.FS .08177 .08617 .07968 .05135 .07.552 
8. A.L.S. (O) E* .05605 .04560 .04587 .04441 .04112 
Avg~FS .04912 .04761 .04596 .04454 .04163 
9. A.L.S.(L) E* .03200 .04682 · .03861 .02112 .03542 t .02998 .04794 .04886 .02192 .03312 Avg.FS 
a Corresponds to .numbering under "Selection of Input. Groups" above. 
b O and L corresp~nd, respectively, to the use of original and log-
arithmic data. 
C Data were not available for these perio,ds. 
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Current magnitudes of individual .production·elasticity estimates 
may be somewhat misleading due to .the fact that they are averages for a 
ten-year periodo For example, if the productivity of fertilizer is in-. ' 
creasing,the 1961 value would be greater than· .043; likewise, the esti-
mate for labor would be less than .290. 
Table V includes the average factc,r sha1.e for comparison with the 
production elasticity estimates. Fertilizer and lime estimates coincide 
closely with .their average facto,r shares, denoting a nearly. optimum 
total use of this input. The adjustment rate· (.598) from ·Table VI is 
high, indicating that only two years are required, on the average, to 
make 90.pei-cent.of any needed adjustment-.. This high rate of adjustment 
is not in line with expected results •.. One reason for over-estimation of 
g may be that farmers underesti~te ~he equilibrium factor. use. In that 
case, the high rate of adjustment estimated,relates to a "pseudo"-
equilibri.um and not to the "true'' equilibrium.. Such ah overes·timation 
of the adjustment rate would bias- .the elasticity estimate downward (see 
discussion pertaining to equation:. 3, this chapter). 
The greatest divergence of Et from. the .average factor ·share for 
feed, seed, and livestock purchases was .in1:'.·1932-41 when the average 
factor share was only 64 percent of the op:timum. The low adjustment rate, 
indicating 19 .. years required .for 90 percent. adjustment, does not seem 
consistent with farmers' adoption of new:.bTeeds. and varieties, but may 
be biased because of inclusion of the 1930's•· period when such exj;,endi-
tures wete·low. 
Labor's adjus_tment rate of • 86 (which was the highest of any esti-
mated) seems reasonable as an estimate of- adjustments in man-hours worked. 
. i:. 
T.ABLE.V:l 
!STIMATED RATES OF ADJUS:I.'MENT-IN rINPUTUSE AND YEARS 
REQUIRED FOR 90 PERCENr OF· ADJUSTMENTa 
,, .. •.,·, .. 
:;::·· 
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Inpµt .Adjus~ment Rate Years ·to 90· Percent 
1. Ferti..Uzer and lime .598 1.92 
2. Feed, .seed, and livestock .113 19.20 
3. Labor .860 1.17 
4. Machin~ry · .755 1.64 
So Real estate. .396 4.57 
6. Fuel, operation, .. @d !'.@Pa;l.rs 
of machinery .231. 8, 77" 
7~ Miscellaneous current operating 
expenses .474 3.58' 
a. Interest on c-.:op and livestock 
inventory .391 4.64 
9. Real estate taxes .448 3~88 
aThe number of ,years"',,(N) required, for"a specific proportion of 
adjustment (A), given the adjustment rate .(g;) :i;s determined as follows. 
Adjustment uncompleted- after one .. year. is {l~g), and after N years is N 
(1-g)N. Therefore, the adjustment. completed ~fter N years is 1-(1-g) • 
Specify. the adjWiltment. to be completedr(90%) ·2'nd solve for N·:. 
1-(1-g)N"" 4, 
(1-g)N "" l-A, 
N log. (bg) ""log {1-A), 
and·N = log (1-A) 
log {1-g) • 
The man-hou-rs. series is used as the labor,.input ·in the producti.on func-
tion. developed later, but employment data would be expected to show a 
considerably lower rate of adjustment. 
Adjustments·in machinery use are·rapid·(g·= .76). Comparison of 
production·elasticity estimates and· factor·shares indicates an over-
investment·in machinery in 1932-4l·and·1952-61; with 1942-51 inves~~'t 
less than· the · optimum es.ti mate • 
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Real estate expenses show an adjustment:rate of o396~ indicating 
approximately. 4o5 years are required for a 90 percent adjustmento Fae-
tor share and elasticity comparisons .show greater than optimum expendi-
tures on real estate in 1932-41 and slightly lower than optimum expendi-
tures in 1952-610 
The fuel and operating expense adJust:ment rate of 0231 is less· than 
a third of the adjustment rate for machinery investment, suggesting that 
farmers prefer increased capacity machinery to more intens:Lve>-use of less 
efficient or smaller-sized machines. This may also reflect a lack of 
sufficiently skilled hired machine ope.rators to perform timely operations 
with smaller, slower machines and equipmen,t. Or it may arise because 
machinery operat1ing expenses are adjusted only after machinery, inventories 
are adjusted. 
Adjustments in miscellaneous operating expenses are fairly rapid 
(g = .474) and''factor share a.t;td elasticity estimates compare closely. 
Adjustment rates in the interest on crop and Uvestoc~ inventories and 
real estate tax groups ar.e • 391 and .• 448, respectively, and show fairly 
rapid adjustment. The real estate tax input is an attempt to measure 
th!! productivity of a ''social input". Comparing E: and the average fac-
tor share would indicate that benefits were less than taxes in 1932-41, 
but have slightly exceeded taxes in the last period. 
Specification of an Aggregate 
Production Function 
The production elasticities estimated in· the preceding section pro-
vide the basis for specifying input-,output relationships in the form of 
an aggregate .production function~ Such a.function can then be incorporated 
-, 
' into an economic model relating agriculture and the nonfarm sector, or 
48 
it can be used independently to determine optimum:combinations of inputs 
for specified outputs und~.r. ceteris parlbus · conditi~ns. · 
If it is hypothesized that the. imputed elasticities of production 




then the only value remaining to be estimated is.!.• This function is 
selected because of its frequency of occurrence in production economi,cs 
. . . 
literature and its relative simplicity of use, because the b1 estimates 
are already available, and because the Cobb-Douglas function is expected 
to have good predictive ability within the range of data used. 
The a~value may be determined in _tw.o _alternative ''ii'ays ,' depending on 
whether the er.ror. te:rm for equation. (15),· .. is· assumed to be additive or 
9 bi 
multiplicative.·. If the additive assumption-.is used, then II Xi can be 
. 1 
written as one variable z. The a-value is· estimated frgm the linear 
relation 
(16) Y = aZ + e, 
using least squares. Data for Y and- the· x,'s· are in cohs·tarrt dollars, 
and raw· sums· o·f squares and cross-products are used to eliminate th~ 
usual intercept .term. Thajt is, a = }'.Yz/}:Z2• 
In the .. multiplicative error-assumption case the function becomes 
(17) Y = aZe; 
and .!. is estimated from , 
(18) log Y = log a +,log Z +loge 
as: 
" I_ 
a = and log (1/n C})og- Y - })og Z)]. 
Selection of the proper assumpt:lpn can be made by comparing the 
results and selecting the method which leaves the· least unexplained 
. 2 
residual; i.e., select the equation giving the higher l( • Using this 
criterion the additive case (equation 16} was the better assumption, 
though the difference was slight, and ,compadson of the a's estimated 
both ways showed differences of less than seven percent. The a's ob-





Incorporating these estimateswith.the.production elasticity esti-
mates from Table Vin the preceding section provides a separate produc-





Y: 7.64468 II Xi 
1 
9 bi 
Y = 17.56649 II Xi 
1 
9 bi 
Y = 7 .52389 II x1 
1 
This set of production functions forms the basis of the simulation 
model, as the medium of transforming behavioral relations associated 
with input use into output; price, and income estimates, which in turn 
form the criteria for the succeeding year's production decisions. 
19 The large intercept term for 1942-51 is primarily due to the low 
P.roductivity• estimate obtained for· real estate• during the waT and post-
war peTiod {see Table V). 
CHAPTER IV 
ESTIMATION OF COEFFICIENTS FOR THE SIMULATION MODEL 
The simulation model was described briefly in terms of a programming 
flow diagram in Chapter II. A detailed description of the model and ex-
planation of the estimated coefficients·will be given in this chapter. 
For convenience, the simulation model will be discussed as though 
it were composed of three phases; (1) pre-input, (2.) input, and (3) out-
put. The first phase is termed pre-input because estimated values of 
certain variables are used as behaviorial criteria in determining the 
level of input use in the succeeding phase. The second, or input, phase 
determines the level of use of each of the nine input categories involved 
in the production functiono The output phase includes the production 
function for each ten-year period, and the aggregate demand and gross farm 
income equations. These equations complete the model for year t, and 
estimates of output, prices received, and income enter the iteration for 
year t + 1 1 influencing production decisions for the coming year. 
"Pre-Input" Behavioral Equations 
Theoretical Relations 
The demand for inputs ·is strongly influenced by cuttent and past 
values of selected decision variables. Past values are essential for the 
so 
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formulation of expected values for the current period 5 since at the begin-
ning of the production year such variables are prices received 9 income from 
the ~roduction just startingp purchases 9 and average stocks cannot be 
knowno Decisions must be made, however, and the best guide usually avail-
able is knowledge of events and conditions of the previous period 9 which 
provide the basis for the formation of expectations a 
Variables for which expected values are required at this stage are 
(1) the number of acres of cropland to be used for crops in the current 
year, (2) the average inventory of crops and livestock for the period, 
(3) purchases of machinery and average stock of machinery~ (4) the price 
of real estate, and (5) the value of real estate (from which taxes are 
computed)o These expected values are derived from a set of equations and 
i.dentities described below, where the dependent variables are as follows: 
ACt = acreage of cropland to be used for crops in the current year, 
CLit+l= crop and livestock inventory at the end of the current year 
(ioeo, beginning of next year) 
SPt+l= stock of productive assets at the end of the current year, 
PURt = purchases of machinery during the current year 0 
SMt+l"" stock of machinery at the end of the current year, 
PREt = price of real estate during the current year 9 
VREt = total value of real estate for the current year~ 
CLIMt• SPMt• SMMt = average levels~ defined as equal to one-half of 
beginning plus ending inventories 
Independent variables included are those which are hypothesized to 
have the greatest ability to explain the level of the dependent variables 
involvedo Equations are presented in implicit form below 9 with descrip= 
tion of the independent variables and discu~sion of the implicit 
relationships followingo The equations in implicit form are: 
(1.0) AC • 
t f(ACt-l' SP t' PF t-1' PRt-1) 
(2o0) AC = t f(ACt-P SP t' PFt-1' PRt-1' APIVt) 
(3.0) CLit+l = f(CLit 9 GFit-1 s OUTt-l) 
(4.0) SP t+l = f(SP t' GFit-l) 
(5.0) PUR = t . f(GFit.,.l) 
(6.0) SMt+l • f (PURt • SMt) 
(7.0) PRE = t f(PREt-l • GFI 1) t-
(8.0) VRE = t f(PREt) 
identities are: 
CLIMt = (CLit+l + CLit) ( .5) 
SPMt = (SPt+l + SPt) (.5) 
SM.Mt= (SMt+l + SMt) (.5) 
Independent (explanatory) variables that are not lagged values of 
previously described dependent variables are: 
ADIV = acres diverted from production by government programs 
PF= index of prices paid by farmers for fertilizer materials 
PR= index of prices received by farmers 
GFI = gross farm income 
OUT= value of farm output 
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Acres diverted are in millions. Price indexes are based on 1947-49= 
100 and are deflated by the implicit price deflater of the gross national 
product. Gross income and the value of farm output are in million 1947-
49 dollars. Data used are for 1929-60 and are described in .Appendix A, 
Table III. 
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Least Squares Estimates 
All equations were estimated in linear form using least squares re-
gression techniques. Results obtained are presented in this section. The 
objective of the simulation model is to provide a quantitative representa-
tion of structural relations in u. s. agriculture •. · Economic relations 
given by the equations are, therefore, expected to show causal relation-
ships, except as it was felt necessary to compromise in favor of timesaving 
and manipulative ease. References to "explanation" are in terms of pre-
dictive ability of the equation and do not necessarily mean that causative 
economic relations are explained. Since the least squares v assumption of 
independence between the error term and the explanatory variables is not 
met in some cases {e.g., where the lagged value of the dependent variable 
is included as an "independent" variable) the interpretation of coeffi-
1 cients as structural rather than predictive is not always appropriate. 
Acres .2!. cropland. The decision of how much cropland to allocate to 
production in year tis hypothesized to depend strongly on last yearsv 
allocation. Additional influencing factors are the total stock of produc-
tive assets available, the cost of plant nutrients, the level of prices 
received, and government programs for liiiliting cropland acreage. The 
estimated relation between cropland acres and the explanatory variables 
prior to the beginning of effective acreage control programs in 1956 is 
(1. 1) : 
1 
Cf. J. Johnston, pp •. 211-221 and Chapter 6, for a discussion of 
"Lagged Variables" and "Etrors in Variables". 
... 
(Io 1) AC t = 87 o 5 7229 + o 64625Ac,._1 + o 00003SP t + o 2066 SPF t-l 




R2 = 0760 
Figures in parentheses beneath the estimated coefficients are calculated 
~-valueso Two asterisks (**) indicate significance at the one percent 
probability level; one asterisk (*) the five percent levelo The coeffi-
cient of determination (R2) indicates that 76 percent of the variability 
in the ACt series is "explained" by the variables included in the equatl<n. 
An aiternative equation for estimating ACt after 1955 is (2ol) 9 belowo 
The acreage diversion variable is added to account for net reduction in 
planted acreage . due to government program$.. Programs included are the . ·, 
Conservation Reserve, Cropland Conversion, Feed Grains, and Wheat programs. 
The acreage allotment programs of the, 19501 $ are not included since they 
2 were not effective in reducing total production. This alternative equa-
tion (based on 1956-64 data) is: 
... 
(2.1) ACt = -161030628 - 0092273 ADIVt + .07881 ACt-l 
· (-4.67) * (0.84) 
+0 02204SP t: + 2o67889PF t-l + 00069 PRt-l 
(3 006) (2.43) (oOl) 
2 
R = 0996 
2 . 
Ability to predict ACt is high (ioeo, R = 0996), but due to the limited 
; 
number of degrees of freedom only one coefficient is significant at the 
five percent level. The coefficients of SPt and PFt-l are significant 
at the ten percent level. 
2 .. -
Cf o U. s .. Department of Agriculture, Effects ,2!, Acreage Allotment 
Programs, Production Research Report Noo 3 9 Agricultural Research Service, 
June 1956 .. 
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Crop~ livestock inventoryo The expected value of the year 0 s end-
ing crop and livestock inventory is influenced by the beginning inventory 9 
3 the previous year• s output , and last year 9 s income--which determines the 





CLit+l = 54210775 + 035045 CLI - o02922GFt 
(L 38) t (-056) t-1 
+ o 342210UTt-l 
(2o17)w 
2 
R = a816 
The only coefficient significant at a high level of probability is that 
of lagged output~ with the coefficient of beginning inventory significant 
at the 20 percent levela Despite the lack of statistical significance in 
individual coefficients, the independent variables account for 82 percent 
of the variation in the dependent series. 
Stock .2£. productive assetso The stock of productive assets at the 
end of year t depends on the beginning stock, and also on last yearvs in-
come, which should influence farmers' decisions to reduce or add to their 
productive capacitya The estimated equation is (4.1), 
(4o 1) SPt+l = -25520222 + o30869GFI -l + o96046SP 
(2o99)**t (22o76)i* 
R. 2 = 97·3 0 
with coefficients of beginning stock and income highly significanto 
Machinery purchaseso Purchases of machinery were hypothesized.to 
depend on beginning machinery stock, purchases last year~ price of machi-
nery last yeart and gross farm income in the preceding yearo The first 
3 Actually, OUTt-l is a proxy variable for OUTt, which is not yet 
determinedo 
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equation estimated using these variables and data for 1929-60 did not 
predict as well as expected. Consequently the data were divided into two 
sets depending on whether GFit-l ~ f,Fit_2 in order to isolate the effects 
of asset fixity under increasing and decreasing incomes. For the two 
equation formulation GFit-l was used as the sole independent variableo 




PUR • -5290777 + .08058 GFit-l 
t (5o46)** 
2 R = .665 
Equation (5o2) is the result of using the remaining 14 years of data where 
,•,·. "°.; 
income was decreasing ( GFI 1 < GFI 2) : t- t-
.. 
PURt = -1320.563 + • 10708GFit:-l 
(18, 79) ~* 
2 
R = .967 
Decreasing income has a more pronounced effect on machinery purchases (as 
indicated by equation 5.2) than the"'income variable in periods of increas-
ing income., Prediction in the s.imulation model was considerably enhanced 
by using the two equations above in lieu of the single equation with data 
,.. ,"Y 
for all years O 
Stock .2£.· machinery. The ending, stock of machinery is estimated using 
the beginning stock and current year purchases as explanatory variables. 
The estimated equation is (6.1), 
" 
SMt+l = -175.08368 + .8426PURt 
(12.63)** 
+ • 86576SMt 
(53. 72) ** 
giving highly significant coefficients. 
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~ estate nrice .!!!.S! valueo Factors affecting real estate price are 
many, but it was thought that the preceding year's price and income being 
earned from farming should provide adequate explanation. The estimated 
equation is (7.1), 
(7 ol) PREt • -5.31360 + o00042GFit-1 + o95482PREt-l 
. (3.61)** (17.05)*~ 
2 R • .936 
with highly significant coefficients. 
···: ·:q,~ .. 
Total real estate value in the ,.model depends primarily on the price 
level since the volume is subject to litt_le variationo Estimating value 
as a function of price gave equation (Sol), 
... 
VREt-~ -3253.315 + 754.84551PREt, , 
· •.. (69.75)**·' .. -
(8.1) 2 R • .994 
with a highly significant coefficient'artii:a high R2• 
Input Equations 
The purpose of the input section of-the economic model is to prov~de 
estimates of current-year inputs fo~ each input category for given levels 
of the explanatory variables. Estimates of input levels will then be 
used in the production functions in the "output" section. 
The input variables in the production function have been presented 
in Chapter 111 9 and are described in Appendix A, Table IIIo To facilitate 
further reference the inputs are given symbolic abbreviations below: 
FL= expenditures for fertilizer and lime 
FSL • feed, seed, and lives tock. purchases 
TFLF • total farm labor force 
XLT == total labor man-hours 
XM • machinery expense . 
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RE= real e~tate expense 
FOE= fuel, operation, and repairs of machinery expense 
XMIS = miscellaneous current operating expense 
XINT = interest on crop and livestock inventories 
RET = real estate taxes 
Theoret;cal Relations 
Inpu,t demand equations in implicit form are as follows: 
(9o0) FL = t f (GFit-l' PF t-1' FLt-1) 
(lOoO) FSL = t f(CLIMt• FSLt-l) 
,,., 
(lloO) TFLFe = f(SMMt, ut-1 .. PNFt-1) 
" (12o0) XLT = t f(TFLFt) 
" (13o0) XM = t f(SID\) 
... 
· (14o0) RE = t f(VREt• T) 
... 
•' 
(15o0) FOE = t f(SMMt;' ACt' PMSt-1) 
,. 
(16o0) XMIS = t i(SPMt, PFSt-1) . 
,., 
(17.0) XINT = t f (CLIMt) 
(18o0) RET = t f(VREt, TAXt) 
where previously unexplained variables are: 
U = unemployment, 
PNF = nonfarm labor-wage rate, 
T = trend variable (year) 9 
PMS = index of prices paid for moto,r.csupplies t 
PFS = index of prices paid for farm supplies. 
TAX= real estate tax rateo 
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Fertilizer .!U2.~• Expenses for fertilizer and lime (9.0) were 
expected to. be explainable by the estimated acreage of cropland allocated 
to crop production in year t and gross income in the preceding yearo 
Nonfarm purchases of feed 9 seed 9 and livestock (10.0) are expressed simply 
as dependent on the average inventory of crops and livestock. 
Labor. The total farm labor force (equation lloO) is specified as a 
function of the average stock of machinery (SMMt), unemployment (Ut-l)i 
and the nonfarm wage rate (PNFt_1). The number of man-hours worked by 
farm labor (XLTt, the variable employed in the production function) is 
determined from the total farm labor force in equation (12.0). 
Machiner,y ownersAiR ~ operating expenses. Miscellaneous current 
operating expense (16.0) was expressed as dependent on the average stock 
of assets and the price of farm supplies. Interest on crop and livestock 
inventory (17.0) was specified as dependent on·the average crop and live-
stock inventory. 
Real estate expense .!24, taxes. The remaining two equations relate 
real estate expense (14.0) to the value of real estate and a trend vari-
able, with real estate taxes (19.0) determined by the tax rate and the 
estimated value of real estate. 
Estimated Equations 
Estimation of the coefficients for the input demand equations resulted 
in the following linear relations: 
( 9o 1) 
(lOal) 
" 








R = 0984 
(llo 1) TFLFt = 116180758 - o41963SMMt - 802967(1-SUt-l) (PNFt-l) 








XLTt = -45440288 + 2.65069TFLFt 
(29.16) ** 
XMt = 121.47680 + o23987SMMt 
(99.92)** 
A 
REt = -22556.27 + 13.22438T + .00474VREt 
(5~61)** (2.74)* 
" 





XMIS = 127304703 + o01771SPMt - 15.6162PFS t-l 
t (10~37)~* (-3.68)** 
A 
XI'NTt = 4o 4849 + o06153CLIMt . 
(21. 44) ** 
R2 = .923 
R2 = .967 
2 R = .997 
R2 = .84·4 
R2 = 0986 
R2 = .962 
R2 = 0941 
Real estate taxes are defined astheproduct of the tax rate and the 
estimated value of real estate: 
" (18.1) RETt = (TA.Xt) (VREt) 
Explan.ation was lowest for the real estate equation II which. had an 
2 R of • a4. However, the real estate equation gave adequate prediction 
in the model, which in this case was more desirable than an excellent 
statistical fit of the individual equation. 
Aggregate Output, Demand and Gross 
Income Equations 
This section completes the system, and includes (1) a production 
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function for each of three periods (1930-41~ 1942-51, and 1952=60) of the 
fonn~ 
OUTt = aFLt 0 0 0 RET t 
(2) an identity for the portion of output entering the commercial market, 
(3) a behavioral demand equation (at the farm level), and (4) a gross 
fann income equationo 
Aggregate Output 
(1901) 
The production functions are: 
002648 
OUTt (1930-41) = 7 64468(FLt) 
.06056 
(XI-:\) 
023619 006513 .07550 
(19.2) OUTt 
(19 .3) OUTt 



























Input data for the production functions are determined annually in the 
"input" section and the coefficie'I\ts bi are from Chapter IIIo 
Commercial marketingso All of each year's farm output does not enter 
the market during that year or does not necessarily enter the comniercial 
market at allo Possible dispositions other than sales in the commercial 
market are consumption on farms where produced, addition to inventories 
on farms, or diversions by the government through Commodity Credit Cor-
porationo Consequently, an ~.?entity is set up to define the commercial 
·.,·. 
market quantity (CMQ) as the residual of output minus dispositionso The 
identity is·: 
(20.0) OUT - HC - CIF - GD, t t t 
where 
HC = home consumption. 
CIF = change in inventories on farms, and 
GD = ~,overnment diversions. 
Aggregate Demand 
A "structural" aggregate demand equation was synthesized based on 
estimates in the literature of demand, income, and other-price elastici-
ties~ Variables included in the initial synthesized equation are ·PR~ 
CMQ, YD, CPI, and POPo Coefficients were selected for quantity (CMQ), 
income (YD) and other prices (CPI) to provide elasticities of relevant 
4 . 
magnitudes. Thus the partially formulated equation is (2lo0): 
4 . 
Coefficients selected provide elasticities as follows~ 
,e:Dp (own price) = -030; e:Dy (income) = .25; and 
e:Dp'(other prices)= .os. 
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{2lo0) 
where U is the unexplained portion of PRo To complete the equation, U is 
regressed on population (POP) and a dummy variable (D) equal to 1 for the 
years 1942-47p zero elsewhere, by autoregressive least squares to obtain 
5 equation (2lo0) (with PR again expressed as the dependent variable): 
;;, .,. 
(21.1) PRt = -44.29011 - .01121 CMQt + 005298 YDt + 014582 CPit 
+o40326[PRt-l + 001121 CMQt=l - 005298 YDt-l - 014582 
Calculated t-values for the autocorrelation coefficient S=o40326 0 and the 
coefficient of POPt are 14. 85 and 55o5i. 
Gross Farm Income -------
Gross farm income is the final quantity estimated in the model and is 
determined as a function of the quantity of comm~rcial marketings {CMQ), 
the level of prices received by farmers (PR), and government payments to 
farmers (GP): 
Estimation of the coefficients by least squares for this equation resulted 
in equation (22.0): 
;, 
(22.0) GFit = 1805.5666 + .35663 GPt + 1030360 (PR /100) (CMQt) 
(Oo64) (32016)** t 
R2 = .973 
5other sets of dummy variables used in lieu of D gave higher R2's 
but poorer prediction in the modelo 
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Su,mmary of the Model 
A quantitative description of the activity of the agricultural sector 
and the interaction of this activity with. the nonfarm sector is the intent 
of this model. Interaction with the nonfarm sector is most readily obser-
vable through the demand for farm products, unemployment level, government 
payments to farmers• government dive·rsion of cropland. government d:f,.ver-
sions of production, and prices received by farmers •. The model assumes 
that supplies of items used by farmers in production and purchased from 
the nonfarm ... sector are available in any quantity at the prevailing price, 
i.e., the supply of nonfarm produced-inputs is perfectly elastico With 
this assumption in mind, the entire model is recursive, with estimated 
values of certain variables in year t used in decision-making fort+ lo 
This section brings together the component parts of the empirical 
model and explains the operation of the simulation procedure in greater 
deatil. An exclusively verbal explanation of the operation is difficult 9 
therefore Figure 5 is used to supplement the verbal explanationo The 
FORTRAN source statement program, included as Appendix B, also aids in 
understanding the working of the modelo 
Figure 5 shows the operation of the simulation model for one year 
(1930) o Variables which have an asterisk(*) above them are actual values 
read irito the computer initially. A plus sign(+) above the variable name 
indicates that actual data were used for 1929, with data for later years 
.\, 
being simulation estimates from the preceding yearo A short .arrow (,1,)\ 
above a variable indicates that the numerical value is calculated earlier 
in the same iteration. 
PRE-INPUT INPUT 
OUTPUT 
OUT30 = f(INiUTS30>. 
~ * * * CMQ30 = OUT~O - Hc30 - CIF30 - GD30 
* * * PR30 = f(CMQ 30 ; POP 30 , YD30 , CPI 30) 
* ~ ~ 
GFI30 = f(GP30' CMQ30• PR30) 
Figure So Schematic Diagram Showing Operation of the Simulation Model 
for One Year (1930) (See text for explanation of symbols 
above variable names) o 
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The first complete iteration begins with the estimation of Ac30 and 
ends with the estimation of GFI30 o Estimated values from this iteration 
for variables indicated(+) are used in conjunction with actual data and 
the given coefficients to estimate Ac31 ~ CLI31 , etco 
Feedback variables (indicated by+) are included to adapt the model 
for simulation analysiso That is estimated values for the preceding year 
must be incorporated into the decision framework for year t if the model 
is to be used as an analytical deviceo 
The basis for acceptance of the final model is explained in the be-




Prior to using the simulation model fo~ analysis of questions 
raised in Chapter I, a comparison of actual.data series and, the simula-
tion estimates is in order to test the predictive ability of the origi-
nal modeL Following a discussion of simulation testing of the model 
is a brief summary ~f the general areas to be examined and the 15 simu-
lations used in the analysis. 
Simulation Testing of the O!iigin"1;1.-Model 
The sequence of model development involved (1) developing coef-
ficients for the individual equations in the models, and (2) trial runs 
to determine how well estimates derived from the simulation procedure 
compared with actual data series. This comparison provides a logical 
test of the model,. and iJ., prerequisite to further analysis. 
Revisions in the model were made by simu:tating the system over 
the period 1930-60, and comparing the estbiated series with actual data, 
reformulating equations for variables whose estimates were unsatisfac-
tory, and repeating the simulation. Equ_atio~s presented earlier repre-
sent the final selections after 'trial runs of the simulation model. 
The most critical estimates are those of variables which carry 
over from one iteration to the next. These variables are acres of 
' 
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cropland (AC); price of real estate (PRE); fertilizer and lime (FL); 
feed, seed, and livestock (FSL); output (OUT); prices received (PR); and 
gross farm income (GFI). Actual and estimated levels of these variables 
are graphed in Figure 6 as a visual. indication of the degree of approxi-
mation achieved by the final simulation model. 
In Figure 6(a) estimates of cropland acreage coincide closely with 
actual acreage from 1956-60. From 1930-55, the averages compare as fol-
lows: 376.3 for actual, 376.8 for estimated. The largest estimation 
error is in 19 39 and amounts to only 4. 2 percent. 
Estimates of prices received are graphed in Figure 6 (b). Averages 
for the 1930-60 period for actual values and estimates are 77.8 and 81.0, 
respectively. The greatest error was an. overestimation of about 30 per-
cent, occurring in 1940. Since 1942, h_owever, the estimates are con-
sistently close to actual values, with the exception of 1957 and 1958. 
Figure 6(c) depicts actual and estimated real estate prices. Aver-
ages for actual prices and estimates, 1930-60, are 99.6 and 104.7, res-
pectively, for an average overestimation of about five percento 
Actual and estimated output levels. are compared in Figure 6(d). 
The largest estimation error since the mid-thirties is about. 8. 7 percent, 
occurring in 194L Averages for the .1930~60. period compare as follows: 
$31, 76806 million for actual; $32,390.0 million for the estimate. 
Gross farm income estimtes in Figure 6(e) reflect the compounded 
effects of errors in estimating the commercial, market quantity (CMQ) 
and the price level (PR), since GFI equals PR times CMQ plus govemment 
payments (GP) o The largest error is in the· 1957 estimate which is 27 
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Figure 60 Comparison of actual values and simulation estimates for feedback 
variables, Model IIg 
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Figure 60 (Continued) 
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whole and for 1951-60, the estimates were in error by an average of four 
and nine percent, respectively. 
The other feedback variables, FS and FSL, shown in Figures 6(f) 
and 6 (g) appear to be predicted adequately by the simulation model. In 
summarizing the estimates depicted in Figure 6, two points should be 
emphasized. First, when selected variables are specified at other than 
actual levels, comparisons of predictions by the model will be made to 
the predicted values in the original simulation run rather than to actual 
data. Secondly, emphasis will be placed on averages of at least ten 
years to smooth out the fluctuations apparent in the annual estimates. 
Results of Simulation Runs with Selected 
Changes in Data and Parameters 
The preceding section has shown the operation of the simulation 
model under conditions prevailing over the period 1930-60. In essence, 
this reflects the ability of the model to "predict" what has already 
occurred. 
What we desire to know, however, is · what · would have occurred under 
alternative conditions. Such knowledge can aid in a post-priori evalua-
tion of agricultural policies. More importantly, such knowledge can 
aid in the development of policies fo.r the · future by indicating the 
effects of proposed changes in government programs and other variables 
upon farm income and resource use. 
The purpose of this section is to present the results obtained for 
a selected set of alternative conditions, based on changes in certain 
variables and parameters . Three general areas are examined: 
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(a) the effect of government. involvement in the farm economy, 
(b) the inpact of inflation· and national economic conditions 
on the farm economy, and 
(c) the economic implications for agriculture of alternate 
rates and forms of technological change. 
Variables for which other than actual. levels are to be. assumed are 
. (1) production. removals by the Commodity. Credit .. Corporation; (2) govern:-
ment payments. to farmers; (3) government. controls on acreage;. (4_) prices,. 
of inputs purchased from the nonfarm sector; (5) unemployment; (6) per 
' ! 
capita, dispo~able. income; and (7) prices. received by farmers. Proposed 
changes.in. the parameters of the-model; include variation of production 
elasticities .. for .. fertilizer and lime, and .for. labor. To reflect dif-
ferent. levels .. of .. neutral technological. change,. the constant term in the 
production. functions will undergo changes,.,. These variations will be 
made singly. and, in combination in. order to. answer questions concerning 
farm income. and, resource use under alternative. conditions. 
Changes. in .. data and parameters. in. the, following section. are organi-
zed under four main categories •. In the, ,first. of these the implications 
of free mark~t- conditions on agricultur,1.prices and incomes are inves-
tigated.. Secondly., the effect of. government, progrl;lllls on agricultural 
resource use. is examined. The third-catego.ry. looks at the effect of 
non farm variables, on the farm economy- in general. Finally, the ef feet 
of c~anges in production function parame-te.rs-are related to agricultural 
prices,. incomes,,- and res.ource use. 
In order- to simplify the present:ation" of- the various simulation 
runs each will be- numbered and frequent -re0fe-rences to tables- of averages 
will be made. · The numbering of simulation·runs· :is as follows: 
I. The original simulation model: with no changes in data or 
parameters. 
IIo Government di versions (GD), government payments to farmers 
· (GPh and. acreage divers:Lons,.·(ADIV), are:.-set at zero. 
III. . CJL"opland acreage (AC) is fixed at 300 million acres. 
IV. Prices received (PR) are fixed at the levels of prices 
paid in the preceding year. 
V. Unemployment (U) is zero and .the disposable income series 
(YD) is increased by 10 percent throughout. 
VI. Same as V9 except prices paid for inputs are also increased 
by 10 percento 
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VII. Prices paid for inputs are increased by 10 percent throughout. 
VIII. Unemployment (U) is zero and disposable income (YD) is in-
creased by two percent per year. 
IX. Unemployemnt (U) and disposable income (YD) are fixed at 
their 1930-39 averages. 
X. Fertilizer and lime production elasticity is doubled. 
XI. Labor production elasticity is halved. 
XII. Changes in X and XI combined. 
XIII. Intercept term in the production function is increased by 
one percent per year. 
XIV. :Same as XIII except the increase· is three percent per year. 
XVo Intercept term in the production function decreased by one 
percent per year. 
Implications of Free Market Conditions for Agricultural 
Prices and Incomes 
Because government programs and policies in the past have not re-
sulted in complete satisfaction to farmers and others in the nonfarm 
economy, there is frequent consideration of a possible return to 
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"free-market" conditions for agricultureo Government purchase and 
storage of basic crops receive the major portion of the attention of 
free market advocates o In the following simulation (Simulation II) the 
effects of no diversions of excess production, no acreage controls, and 
a cessation of government payments to farme-rs are considered. 
Effects .2!l Prices Received ,!!!.!! Gross !!!!!! Income 
Estimates of the quantities of agricultural production di-verted 
from commercial markets by the Commodity Credit·Corporation have been 
made by Tyner and Tweeten for 1955-621 and by Hathaway and Stollsteimer 
for 1948-56. 2 ·. Data were calculated to extend this series back to 19 30 1 
as explained in Appendix A, Table II. 
This activity of the CCC was authorized as an attempt to support 
farm incomeo Prices received in the commercial market would be higher 
because of the reduced volume of sales and the inelastic demand, and 
farmers would also receive a specified price for products assigned to 
CCC. If market prices became more favorable during the loan period, 
loans could pe redeemed by farmers and the products sold in the connner-
ci al market. 
The adverse income .effects of placing these quantit~~s on the mar-
ket can be estimated for the short run (the first-order effects) by 
using the elasticity of demand .formula. Such an estimate, however, does 
1 .. Fred.H. Tyner and Luther G. Tweeten, "Excess Capacity in U.S. 
Agriculture, 11 Agricultural Economics Research, January, 1964, pp. 23-31. 
. J 
2 . 
Dale E. Hathaway and John F. Stollsteimer, The Impact ~ Price 
Support Programs Upon~ Available Supplies gt ·ra~Products,. 1948-56, 
Technical Bulletin No. 277, Michigan ~tate University, East Lansing, 
May, 1960. 
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not provide an indication of changes in. resource use, nor does it picture 
the cumulative effectsp over a period of; ye-ars, of changes in,the CCC· 
diversion programs o Use of a structural economic model allows the 
tracing of these cumulative effects through the simulation process. By 
using such a procedu~e, the long-run or. second- and higher-order effects 
of changes in government programs may be observedo Simulation of the 
model with the variable GD (CCC net removals) set equal to zero is an 
attempt to portray what would likely have happened had the CCC program 
not been initiatedo . ' 
Average levels -of key variables for 1930-40, 1941-50, and 1951-60 
are given in Tables VII and VIII. For the 1930-60 period,_ estimates 
of prices received in the absence of government diversions of production, 
government payments, and acreage controls averaged 7 oO percent lower than 
the estimates of Simulation Io Estimates of ~R for 1951-60 averaged 
8L4 and 68._0, respectively, for Simulations I and IIo This is an index 
of 17.5 percent less than with government programs during the period 
when excess production was a greater problem. 
The effe-ct of a lower level of prices received when government pro-
grams are absent is apparent in the level of gross farm income. For 
the 1951-60 period, average GFI estimates are 13 percent lower than was 
estimated in Si-mulation I (27 ,66000 million 1941-49 dollars compared 
with 31,717.7 million 1947-49 dollars)o 
Effects.on. Net Income ----------
Average net farm income for 1951-60 can be calculated by subtract-
ing the value of all inputs from gross. fartn income. _Total .inputs for 
TABLE VII 
AVERAGE LEVELS OF INPUT USE FOR SIMULATIONS I, I!p III~ AND IV, 1930-40, 1941=50, AND 1951-60 
Simula- In ut · -
ti on Period FL FSL XM RE FOE XMIS XINT RET Total TFLF ·· 
-------------------------=------million 1947-49 dollars--------==~=-==----- 111000 
I 1930-40 28405 1,02400 1,061.0 311337.4 7120 7 1,14306 l,10L8 80101 994720 7 9,85309 
1941-50 69702 1,739 0 3 1,53001 3,51404 111593.7 1,35806 1,287.0 64208 12113630 l 8,52803 
1951-60 11128605 21159101 2,64800 ·3,737ol 21)536.1 2,01505 1~42503 85108 17 909800 6,435.1 
II 1930-40 28500 1,024.7 1»057.7 3, 3.35 o9 116.6 1,142.6 1,102.1 804.0 9,46805 9,859.7 
1941-50 699.3 1,742.4 1,522.8 3,505.4 1,608.1 111356.3 1,28708 625.8 12,347.9 8,54lo0 
1951-60 '· 1,296.7 2,609.7 2,610.1 3,69902 21>513.7 2,00408 11142801 776.3 161)937 o5 6,50Ll 
III 1930-40 288.3 1,057.5 l,042ol 3,32305 1,412.9 1,13803 11)11303 714.8 10,21007 9,886.9 
1941-50 704.2 111803.0 1,513.9 · 3,480.6 2,410.9 1,353.5 1,297-.4 519 06 13,143.1 8~556.6 
1951-60 1,294.3 2,657.3 2,62902 :, 3,692.5 3,183.5 2,010.0 11)406.9 76300 17,636.7 6,467.9 
tv .1930-40 273.4 1,005.3 1,111.9 3,380.6 612.4 1,156.9 1,09602 91L9 91)548.6 9,764.8 
· 1941-50 691.9 1,728.9 1,528.2 31>554.6 1,553.3 1,358.1 151287.6 719.9 12,423.5 8,53L6 





















AVERAGE LEVELS OF OUTPUT, PRICES RECEIVED 51 AND GROSS FARM INCOME FOR ALL SIMULATIONS; 
19JO..s40, 1941-50, and 1951-60 
OUT PR GFI 
1930-40 1941-'50 1951-60 1930-40 1941-50 1951-60 1930-40 1941~50 19St-60 
----million 1947-49 dollars-- ~-----1941=49 ~ 100------ =-million 1947'=49 dollars·--
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the period (excluding labor) averaged $16,93705 million. Man hours 
worked averaged 12,688.7 million per year. Total labor cost is calcu-
lated by charging 85 percent of the hourly nonfanq wage as the cost of 
3 both hired and family labor. The adjusted hourly wage equals $1. 34, 
giving a labor cost of $17,002.9 milliono. Net income is calculated to 
be negative (-$6.3 billion). 
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Net returns to family labor, which may be more meaningful, can be 
calculated by charging only for hired labor •.. Approximately 27 .1 percent 
of total man-hours worked from 1951-60 was attributed to hired laboro ... 
Average hourly earnings for hired labor were $.6980 Assuming the same 
dist;ribution between family and hired labor in Simulation II, average 
hours worked by hired labor are 3,438.6 million. The hired labor cost 
is thus $2400.l million ($.698 x 3438.6). Net returns to family labor 
(GFI-costs) are $8,328.4 million. 
Net returns to family labor calculated in the same manner for 
Simulation I are $12,252.7 million. Average net returns to family labor 
• 
are therefore lower by $3,924.3 million or 32 percent annually in the 
absence of the government programs. 
The ratio of family labor force to total labor force for 1951-60, 
as estimated by the USDA, is .752. By using this as a percentage to 
estimate the family labor force involved in Simulations I and I!, aver-
4 age annual net returns to labor per family worker are lower by $828 or 
3 Omitting 15 percent of the non.farm wage compensates for differ-
ences invo1ving family size and cons,1!.unption of farm-produced foods. 
Cf. Hathaway, p. 31. 
4 Estimated family workers are 4,839,200 for Simulation I; 4,888,978 
for Simulation II. The effect of government programs on resource use, 
e.~peic;ially labor• wi 11 be discussed in the foll.lowing section. 
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33 percent in the absence of government removals of .excess production, 
payments to farmers, and acreage controls o Because of different assump-
tions, these results cannot be compared directly with those from other 
analyses of reduced government participatiqn in agriculture. They are 
.not inconsistent with other findings, howeve,r, and indicate a consider-
able drop in farm i ncome even when the secondary effects on l abor and 
other resources are consideredo 
The Effect of Government Programs on 
Agricultural Resource Use 
The s i mul ation re f lecting free market conditions for agriculture 
provides the initial basis for analysis of the effects of government 
programs on agricultural resources. Estimates from Simulation II 
relating to changes in use of resources are discussed below. In addi-
tion, the eff ects of a change in acreage control programs (Simulation 
III) and the e ffects of an ~rbitrarily fixed level of prices received by 
farmers (Simulation IV) are examined . 
Government Divers ions, Payments , and Acreage Controls 
The estimated impact of government dive rsions of excess production, 
etc o, on use of agricultural resources i s an annual reduction in total 
i nput use (excludi ng l abor) of $160 . 5 million for the 1951-60 period. 
The machinery s tock input decreases $38 million; real estat e decreases 
by $38 million; fuel ' and operating expense decreases by $23 million; and 
miscellaneous inputs decrease by $11 milli on o Real estate tax expense 
decr eases mos t .s, by over $75 million, as a r esult of devaluation of 
agricultural real estate i n t he absence of these government programs . 
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Inputs showing an increased use are fertiliz~r and lime ($9.2 mil-
lion), and feed, seed, ~d livestock ($12 .o million). 
Effect .2!!. farm labor force. One of the more interesting points which 
may be examined is the. effect of government programs on the agricultural 
labor force. An hypothesis frequently advanced is, that government pro-
grams ~ave had an undesirable effect on the farm labor. force,retarding 
the outflow of a resource that is conceded to be in excess. Results 
obtained in this simulation are contradictory to that hypothesis. The 
estimated farm labor force is, in fact, higher by 66,200 workers or 1.0 
percent in the absence of the government programs than was estimated in 
Simulation I. This indicates that the programs have aided or encouraged 
the movement of farm labor to nonfarm employment, although the percentage 
change above is not great. 
This effect apparently occurs as a result of higher farm income 
when government programs are in effect, allowing for the purchase of 
additionaLor more efficient machinery and equipment, thereby decreasing 
the need for labor. Also, the programs have increased the value of farm 
real estate. This represents a barrier to entry for prospective new 
farmers •. Those farmers who wish. to sell. their farms thus obtain a 
larger "stake" to finance the transition to nonfarm employment. But the 
sales tend to be for farm enlargement rather than for new starts in 
farming. 
The simulation model is based on past rates of labor response and 
hence considers adjustments to be "orderly. 11 If there were a higher 
rate of bankruptcy, farm labor would move out at a much faster rate; 
however, society would likely not tolerate this condition. 
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Results of Simulation II cast considerable doubt on the ability of 
sharply depressed farm economic conditions to solve the vexing problem 
of excess labor in farmingo In fact, the simulation points to a possi-
ble result of farm programs hardly intended by most program supporters--
a reduction .in farm worker numbers .due to security and capital provided 
to purchase labor-substituting capital inputso 
Acreage Control Programs 
For various reasons--including chiefly the unwillingness of legis-
lators to interfere in farm operating decisions and the difficulty of 
enforcement--acreage control programs were a late addition to the set 
of production control procedures. Additionally, cross-compliance mea-
sures to prevent the planting of alternative crops were not among the 
features of the first acreage control type programso 
As indicated in Chapter IV,. effective acreage control programs 
began in 1956.; This was some 26 years after the CCC program began, and 
long after it had become apparent that pr:c:iduction control measures were 
neededo Acres of. cropland used for crops averaged 376 million acres 
from 1930~55,, and only 359 million acres from 1956-60. The simulation 
below examines the effect on farm income ~nder the assumption that 
acreage diversions in each year were such that acres of cropland planted 
equaled 300 million from 1930-600 
With cropland acres limited to 300 million, output could be expected 
to decline o Thi$ j of course~ was the philosophy advanced when acreage 
control programs were introduced in the 1950eso The results of this 
simulation are similar to the effect the programs of the 1950's had on 
output~~an increaseo 
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Compared to Simulation I, output increased by an average of $0.9 . 
billion for the 1930-50 period and by $0.6 billion annually for 1951-
60 o Inputs showing an increase for 1951-60 with ·acres of cropland res-
tricted are: fertilizer and lime ($8 million); feed, seed, and live-
stock ($5906 million); and fuel and operating expense ($647 million). 
These results may be explained on the basis· that acreage restrictions 
only placed pressure on farmers to speed the profitable changes that 
were overdue--towar d productive fertilizer and other operating inputs. 
These profitable and productive inputs more than compensated for the 
decrease in cropland acreage. 
The large increase in - fuel ~pd operating expense is consistent 
with the use of smaller, less efficient machines and more intensive til-
lage caused by acreage reductions. Machinery stock decreases by only 
$19 million but this ~mall reduction is also consistent with a lower 
level of technology. Other inputs decreasing in the 1951-60 period are 
real estate ~44.6 million), miscellaneous ($5 million), interest on crop 
and livestock inventory ($18.4 million), and real estate taxes ($88.8 
million). Net changes in input use (excluding labor) are an increase of 
$637 million . The work force increased by 32 . 8 thousand workers over 
the estimate of the original model (Simulation I). 
Prices Received Fixed 
Farmers as a group react to higher prices in year t by increasing 
production in year t + 1. The price variable and its covariable, gross 
farm income, are introduced into several of the equations in the pre-
input or "decision" section of the simulation model . Preceding 
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simulations have allowed prices received (PR) and gross farm income 
(GFI) to be estimated endogenously in each iteration of the simulation. 
In Simulation IV below, this condition is omitted, and the level of PR 
for each year during the entire period is taken as given. The PR series 
is adjusted to the index of prices paid so that the ratio of the two 
(which is the parity ratio) is 100. 1he assumption underlying this 
simulation is that the general level of prices received for year tis 
supported at the level that would have insured parity prices for year 
t - 1. 
The average level of prices received for Simulation IV is 89.4 for 
1930-40, 93.4 for 1941-50, and 95.2 for 1951-60, compared to estimates 
of 69.6, 93 . 1, and 81 . 4 for the same periods in Simulation I . Average 
output for 1930-40 is higher by $121 million with the higher price 
level. For 1941-50, average output is lower because the fixed level of 
PR is below the actual level (Simulation I) for the first six years of 
the period. Effects of a higher PR are seen only at the end of the 
1941-50 period and in 1951-60. Estimates of output for the 1951-60 
period are increased by $144 million. Wi _th output slightly higher and 
with the supported price level, gross farm income increases to $37 . 1 
billion (1951-60 average). This is 17 percent higher than the estimates 
obtained when price was determined each year in the original model. 
The simulation model eontairts an implicit supply function since 
input levels - are determined first and are converted into output esti-
mates- by the production function . For the 31 year period, ttrices re-
ceived average 14 percent higher under Simulation IV, while output 
averages less than o.ne percent higher, which could i mply a low aggregate 
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supply elasticity o Such a conclusion is not appropriate, however. The 
adjustment in prices received resulted in considerably higher prices in 
the early part of the period. During the middle and iater years prices 
received were approximately equal to or lower than those in Simulation 
I. Because PR was fixed at the beginning of each year there was no 
opportunity for cumulative effects of high prices received to influence 
output. 
Total inputs (excluding labor) increased s lightly--by 1.,2· percent 
for 1951-60. Changes in the use of individual inputs for 1951-60 were: 
increased for machinery stock expense of $46 .7 million; for real estate 
of $68 million; for miscellaneous of $14 million; and for real estate 
taxes of $135 million--and decreases for fertilizer and lime of $5 
million; for feed, seed, and livestock of $15 million; for fuel and 
operating expense of $20 million; and for inter~st on crop and livestock 
inventory of $3 million. The total farm labor force esti~ate decreases 
by about 82,000 workers. 
~ returns !£. family labor for Simulations III and IV . Effects of 
cropland acreage being fixed at 300 million acres and prices received 
supported at parity levels on the farm labor force were outlined above. 
What happens to net income and income per family worker are even more 
important. With cropland acreage fixed at 300 million acres, net re-
turns to family labor average $9.7 billion for 1951-60 . With an average 
estimated family labor force of 4,863,900, net returns per family worker 
are $1,985 . 90 . This is 22 percent less than the income figure for 
Simulation I. 
With a high le~el of price supports (Simulation IV) net returns to 
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family labor average $17 .5 billion--almost double the estimate in the 
preceding situation, and over 40 percen.t abowe Simulation I. Income 
per family worker is increased $1,124.40 over Simulation I to $3,656.40. 
Effect of Nonfarm Variables 
on the Farm EconoIJlY 
As mentioned previously, the agricul t.ural sector has become in-
creasingly dependent on the nonf arm sector. lJ,.is is apparent in the 
proportion of farm inputs that are being purchased from the nonfarm 
sector rather than farm-produced. Additionally, the dwindling size of 
the farm sector in the total economic picture magnifies the effect of 
occurrences in the nonfarm sector on farm variables. An attempt is 
made in this section to determine the magnitude of effects on the farm 
economy by introducing selected changes in employment, disposable 
income, and input prices into the model. 
The level of employment in the.nonfa:rm sector influences farm 
income and resource use. Indirectly, full employment implies prosperity 
and a higher level of·. disposable income, which tends to increase the 
demand for agricultural products. The direct effect of full employment 
is to reduce the available supply of hired labor for agriculture, and 
to attract farm family labor to jobs ·outside agricultureo This tends 
to encourage the combination of farms into units of more efficient size 
and to speed the adoption of machine technology. 
Increases in disposable income tend to. raise the level of prices 
received by farmers, as indicated in the demand equation of the simula-
tion model. The tendency of higher incomes to inflate the prices of 
inputs purchased from the nonfarm sector was mentioned earlier. Since 
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there is no structural mechanism in the model to incorporate this effect 9 
the model is first simulated below with a higher level of disposable 
income but unchanged input prices and with unemployment set equal to 
zero to reflect national prosperity without inflation. In a second 
simulation it is assumed that full employment exists and that both dis-
posable income and input prices are higher to reflect prosperity with 
inflation. The third simulation maintains unemployment and disposable 
income at actual levels 9 but input prices are 10 percent hi gher. The 
latter simulation reflects inflation without -national prosperity of the 
type experienced when wage demands in industry are passed on as higher 
input prices to fanners. The disposable income series is increased 2.0 
percent per year with unemployment equal to zero in the fourth simula-
tion. Fin;illy, income and unemployment are fixed at their 1930-39 
average for the fifth simulation to reflect depressed economic condi-
tions in the national economy. 
No Unemgloyment, Higher Disp~s able Income 
The effect of no unemployment, with ~i~posable income increased by 
10 percent over the 1930-60 period, and with other variables unchanged, 
is seen in the results of Simulation V. 
The key vari ables to be considered are the size of the farm labor 
force, farm output, prices received, and gross farm income. Output, 
price, and i ncome estimates are given in Table VIII. Estimates of 
resource use are shown in Table IX. The more prosperous nonfarm sector 
exemplified by this simulation provides an outlet for unemployed or 



















AVERAGE LEVELS OF INPUT USE FOR SIMULATIONS V, VI, VII, VIII, AND IX9 
1930-40, 1941-50, AND 1951-60 
In ut 
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i s smaller by 375,000 workers than the estimate of the original model. 
For 1951-60 the average level is 285,000 less. 
Farm output averages $411 million and $363 million less for the 
1930-50 and 1951-60 periods, respectively. ~1s· · 1ower output, in con-
j unction wi;h increased demand due to h~gher disposable income, results 
in higher prices received by farmers. Average prices received are 79.4, 
103.6, and 92.8 for 1930-40, 1941-50, and 1951-60, compared with 
estimates of 69 . 6, 93 . 1, and 81.4 in Simulation I. Gross farm income 
in the three periods increases by an average of $1 . 9 billion, $2.7 bil-
li~~, and $3 . 8 billion, respectively. It is clear that fiscal and 
monetary policies to foster a growing national economy cons.titute one of 
t he most effective means tQ raise income and reduce excess labor in 
agriculture . 
No Unemployment, Higher Disposable Income, and Higher Input Prices 
The adoption of i mproved farming t echnol ogy has resulted in a 
s ubs t ant i al increase i n the quantities of inputs pur chased f r om the non-
farm sector. U. s. Department of Agri cultur e estimates of these pur-
chases show an increase in the index of expenditures from 58 in 1930-34 
5 to 103 in 1960 (1957-59 ~ 100). This increasing dependence is a uni-
lateral phenomenon, since the demand from agriculture i s only a minor 
fraction of the total demand for such items as steel products, chemicals, 
and petroleum products . Also,the income elasticity of demand for such 
5 U. S. Department of Agriculture, Changes i n Farm Production and 
Efficiency, Statistical Bulletin 233 (Washington, 1965), p . 36 . 
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6 products appears to be relatively high in the nonfarm economy, the 
implication being that prices of these inputs may increase independently 
of demands from the farming sector. 
The supply of production inputs purchased from the nonfarm sector 
(with the exception of hired labor) is assumed, for the purposes of 
this study, to be approximately e lastic. That is, at the prevailing 
price, the quantity of inputs available does not impose a limit on farm 
production. Given a less than completely elastic supply curve for steel, 
chemical, and petroleum products, gains . in nonfarm income tend to in-
7 crease the prices of these products. Higher labor costs not compen-
sated by productivity are passed on to, farmers . At the same time, there 
is not an innnediate offsetting higher price for farm products . 
Simulation VI examines the effects of farm income and resource use 
of increases in the prices of selected inputs purchased from the non-
farm sector. Input prices employed in the model are the price of fer-
tilizer (PF), the price of nonfarm labor (PNF), the price of motor 
supplies (PMS), and the price of general farm supplies (PFS). Each 
series is increased by ten percent throughout the 1930-60 period in the 
following simulation. 
With . full employment and a 10 percent i ncrease in disposable income 
and input prices, output is decreased considerably o Aver~ge output is 
lower in 1930-40, 1941-50, and 1951-60 by $2 06 billion, $5 o3 billion, 
and $306 billion, respectively o These are the lowest output estimates 
6 
Hathaway, p o 1430 
7Ihid . 
obtained for any of the simulations. Because of lower output and in-
creased demand due to higher dispos able incomer prices received are 
exceeded only .by the 1951-60 estimate in Simulation VIII. The average 
index is 105.2, 15602, and 128.6 for 1930-40, 1941-50, and 1951-60, 
compared with estimates of 69 . 6, 9 3 o 1, and 8L 4 in Simulation I for 
the same periods. Gross farm income estimates of $230 7 billion, $39 .6 . . 
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. ~illion, and $42.6 billion for the three periods are the highest esti-
mates obtained., again excepting the 1951-60 estimate for Simulation VIIL 
MajPt:: differences i~ · input use between this simulation and the 
preceding one (Simulation V) are not limited to the inputs affected by 
higher prices, though these inputs show the most striking changes. 
Fertilizer and lime inputs for 1951-60 are $525 mill~on (41 percent) 
lower. Because pf higher prices paid for motor supplies, the category 
of fuel and operating expense shows an average decrease of $1,167 million 
for the 1951-60 periodo Miscellaneous inputs, influenced by higher 
prices of farm supplies, decreased an average of $128 million. Other 
inputs . undergoing changes from the preceding simulatiop. over t_he 1951-60 
period were: feed, seed, and livestock (a decrease of $295 million); 
machinery (an increase of $70 million); real estate (an increase of $132 
million) .; .inventory interest (a decrease of $43 million); and- real estate 
i 
taxes (an increase of $260 million) o Total inputs, excluding labor, are 
decreased . by $1,697 milliono The farm labor force decreased by 221,000 
workers o 
Comparison o~ gross income es.timates from this simulation with the 
estimates from .Simulation I shows a 34 .percent increase in avera~e in-
come for the 1951-60 period o The farm labor force declines by 800 
percent, and total input use, excluding labor, declines by 9~0 percento 
The combined decrease in inputs other than labor directly affected by 
price increas.es (FL, FOE, XMIS) amounts to 32 percent of the estimated 
levels in Simulation Io 
Higher Input Prices 
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In Simulation VII prices of inputs are inflated by 10 percent 
throughout the 1930-60 period, but unemployment and disposable income 
are at their actual levels in each year, representing inflation without 
prosperity. This probably gives a more realistic picture of the pro-
blems of displaced farm workers finding nonfarm employment, and corres-
ponds to a lower demand for f'arm products. 
The total farm labor force is consistently higher in this simula-
tion than in Simulation VI o In 1951-60 the farm labor force is larger 
by 334,000 workers (or 5.3 percent) than when unemployment is zero and 
disposable income is highero 
Gross farm income is again higher than in Simulation Io This is 
due to lower output and its associated higher level of prices received. 
Output is lower by 10 percent in 1930-40, 16 percent in 1941-50, and 
7o0 percent in 1951-60 . Prices received are higher by 37 percent, 48 
· percent, and 30 percent for the same three periodso The implications 
of Simulations VI and VII are that farmers should f avor moderate infla-
tion--in the first case (Sim~lation VI) demand for farm products, and in 
both simulations higher . input prices tend to decrease output, raising 
the level of. prices received for farm products . An hypothesis widely 
held is -that faDllers are severely disadvantaged in earnings by inflation 
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without national prosperity P and that higher prices paid by farmers are 
not compensated by higher prices receivedo But t he above r esul t s indi-
cate that farmers make input adjustments which r educe output and hence, 
in t i me, increase f arm prices and incomes to offset higher input prices. 
Disposable Income Increased Two Percent per Year and Unemployment ~ 
Simulation VIII is run as an alternative to Simulation V. Instead 
of increasing the entire YD series by 10 percent, each YD observation is 
i multiplied by (lo02) , i=l, 2, o•o , 310 This gives the effect of a 2.0 
percent rate of inflation in YD, assuming that there is no inflation in 
8 the actual data series o 
Input comparisons be t ween Simulations VIII and V show the same 
average use (excluding l abor) in 1930-40, a less than loO percent in-
crease in 1941-50 and a 208 percent increas e in 1951-600 Because the 
farm labor force decr eases by 4 . 0 percent for 1951-60, output i s only 
slightly above the Simulation V estimate. Higher levels of disposable 
income cause a considerable i ncrease in prices received~ so that gross 
farm income is higher by 2o 0 percent, 19 percent, and 45 percent for 
1930-40, , 1941-50, and 1951-60, respectively, as the income effect accu-
mulates . 
8 
The YD series has been deflated by the i mplicit price deflater of 
the gross national product as the basis for this assumption (See Appendix 
A, Tab l e II). 
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Unell!J>loyment and Disposable Income!!!. Depress i on Levels 
D~ta for unemployment (U) and disposable income (YD), which enter 
the model exogenously, are fixed at their respective averages for 1930-
39 in Simulation IX to determine the effect of a continued depression 
in the nonfarm sector on the farm economy o Estimates under these assump-
tions compared to the original model show the following results. 
Output increases slightly in all three periods (by 12 percent in 
1930-40 , 2o0 percent i n 1941-50, and l oO percent in 1951-60)0 The aver-
age price level decreases to 68 07 , 4904, and 30 o4 for the three periods, 
as compared to 69 06, 93 ol , and 81.4 in the original model (Simulation I). 
Consequently, gross income decreases to $18 09 .bi llion, $1703 billion, 
and $13 02 bi llion for 1930-40, 1941-50, and 1951-60, .respectively. 
Considering only the 1951-60 period, total i nput use (excluding 
l abor) is . decr eased by $669 million . .The most significant · changes in 
the use of individual inputs are: a decrease of $172 million in machi-
nery stock expense; a decrease of $245 million in real estate; a decrease 
of $49 million in miscellaneous inputs; and a decrease of $484 milli on 
i n real estate taxes--incre ases in fertilizer and lime ($55 million); 
feed, seed, and l ivestock ( $120 million); and fuel and operating expense 
($86 milli on). The total f arm labor force i ncr eases by 975 ,000 workers . 
This combination of l ower gross income and a mi l lion more workers 
i n t he farm labor force would have serious conseque~ces for labor 
earnings _in agriculture o The attractiveness of national goals of ful l 
employment and growth again are str ongly hi ghligh t ed by these res ults. 
Fiscal and monetary policies directed toward achie~ing these goals in t he 
past have been richly rewarding. 
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Net Returns 12. Family Labor 
Net returns to family labor for Simulations V9 VI, VII, and VIII 
during 1951-60 with changes in nonfarm variables are shown in Table X. 
With prosperity in the nonfarm sector and .unchanged input prices (Simu-
lation V) total net returns and returns per family worker are 31 percent 
and 37 percent higher than under Simulation I. How~ver, when input 
prices are i ncreased net returns rise even more--more than double the 
estimates for Simulation I. 
TABLE X 
NET RETURNS TO FAMILY LABOR AND PER FAMILY WORKER FOR 
SIMULATIONS V, VI, VII, AND VIII; 1951-60 
Item Unit Simulation 
V VI VII 
Mi lo 
Total net 1947-49 
returns Dol. 16,0;>4.80 24,955.10 1911254.80 
Per worker 




The· out put- decreasing effect of higher input prices alone is greater 
than the e ffect of prosperity in the nonf arm sector wHhout higher input 
pri ces . Comparison of Simulations VII and V shows an increase of 20 
percent in total net returns and an increase of 18 percent in net returns 
per family worker . 
Increasing disposable income by 2. 0 percent per year (Simulation 
VIII) gives the highest i ncome estimates obtained. Total net returns 
are 2. 5 times as large as for Simulation I, and returns per worker are 
2.8 times as great . 
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Effect of Changes in Production Coefficients 
The procedure used in developing production elasticity estimates 
for nine categories of farming i nputs was given in Chapter III o It was 
hoped that the estimates derived would be. good approximations of the true 
parameterso In the cases of fertilizer materials and labor the estimates 
did not agree with !!. priori expectations. Fertilizer may, in fact, be 
more productive than its elasticity estimate i ndicateso Conversely, 
labor productivity may have been over estimatedo It is desirable t.o know 
whether errors in estimating these parameters might significantly affect 
the levels of the simulation estimates of key variables in the model. 
Assuming that the original parameter estimates are accurate, it is also 
des i rable to es timate changes in input combinations resulting when ferti-
lizer inputs are more productive and when labor i s less productive. 
To use the production function with a different set of production 
elasticities, it is necessary to recalculate the a-values o The proce-
dure used is the same as t hat used i n calculating the original a-values, 
and is explained in Chapter IIIo 
Three s imulation runs (Simulations X, XI , and XII) are pr esented in 
t his section based on different production elasticities for these two 
i nput categories o In the first s i mulation the fertilizer and lime pr o-
duction el asticity is doubledo In the second9 the coe fficient of labor 
is halved, and in t he third t hese changes are i ncluded i n the s ame simu-
lation. Simulation esti mat es of output, price, and i ncomes are given in 
Table VIII o Tab le XI shows estimates . of input .use o 
The rapid adoption of technology· .h·as been mentioned as a cause of 
income-,depressing increases i n output . These technological i nnovat ions 
TABLE XI 
AVERAGE LEVELS OF INPUTS FOR SIMULATIONS X, XI, XII., XIII , XIV, AND XV; 
1930-40, 1941-50, AND 1951-60 
Simula- In ut 
tion . Period FL FSL . XM RE FOE XMI S XINT RET Total TFLF 
------~-----~-----~~~----- ~million 1947-49 dollars-----------~~~----- 1,000 
X 1930-40 284 03 l,02L 7 1 ,062 01 3,33805 709 09 1,14308 l,lOL 1 809 09 9,47L3 10,8370 2 
1941-50 696 07 lj) 73505 1 , 530 o4 3, 516 05 . 1.,589 0 7 1;,358 08 l ;,286 06 646 06 12;,360 08 8,527 07 
1951-60 1,286 04 2,59 701 2,648 02 3.,73803 2,538 00 2,01505 l;,425 03 854 02 17,103 02 6,434 07 
XI 1930-40 284 09 l;, 027 07 1,059 05 3,336 00 717 .o 1,143 . 2 1 , 1020.8 804 . 0 9,475 01 9,856 . 5 
1941-50 696 . 9 1, 73801 l ,53LO 3,514 . 5 1 ,590 . 0 1,358 09 1,286 . 3 642 . 9 12·, 358 0 6 8,526 . 8 
1951-60 1,2870 2 21>603 04 2,649.1 3,734,2 2,548.3 2,015 06 1,425 . 5 846 02 17,109 04 6,433 01 
XII i 930-40 283 . 3 l,01L4 1,06 707 3,342 .2 694 . 7 1,145 04 1,09 70 3 818 . 6 91>460 06 9 ,84.2 .1 
1941-50 694 .7 1, 715 02 1 ,532. 9 3.,526 03 1,56 7. 2 1,359 .7 1,28404 664 09 12,345 03 8,523 04 
1951-60 1, 286 . 4 2., 596 00 2,648 05 3, 74L 9 2,549 01 2,015 . 7 .. 11>425.3 861 04 17,124 03 6,434 03 
XIII 1930-40 285 04 l,03L 5 1,057 oO 3.,334.5· 7230 0 1,142 04 l;,104 04 800 08 9,479 00 9,860.9 
1941-50 699 00 11>756 06 1,524 05 3.,50509 1,613 06 . 1,356 . 9 1., 290 06 627 00 12,373 09 8,538 ol 
1951:-60 . · 1.,289 06 21>620 09 2,639 . 3 3., 72L 7 2 ,543 08 .. 2,013 00 . 1 ,429 04 821. 3 17,079 oO' 6,450.3 
XIV 1930-40 2870 0 1.,046 06 l;,04806 31>328.3 744 04 l,140 of 1 ,10905 786 02 9,490 07 9,875 . 6 
1941-50 702 09 l j) 79Ll 1,512 07 3,488 . l . 1.,650 0 7 1, 353 0 2 l;, 297 •. 8 593 07 12, 390 . 2 8,558 07 
1951-60 1, 295 . 9 2,667 03 2,62L5 3,689 . 5 2,558 09 2,00707 1,437 06 75800 17, 036 o3 6,48l.5 
xv 1930-40 28308 .. 1., 016 06 1,06408 3,340 .4 702 . 3 1,144 .6 1,099 . 2 814 05 9,466.2 9,847 . 2 
1941-50 695 04 1 .. 122. 0 1, 535 0 6 3,522.5 1,573 . 5 1,360 .3 1,283 .4 658 .l 12,350.7 8,518 .7 





have mostly involved only a few of the input categories o Anal ysis of 
different rates of adoption of technology for separate inputs is diffi-
cult , however o For this reason, different ·levels of neutral technolo-
gical change are assumed, and the intercept terms of the production func-
tions are varied in Simulations .XIII, XIV, and .XV o The purppse of 
these simulations is to examine the effect of two higher rates and one 
lower rate of adopt io~ of new technology. 
Fertilizer and lime production elasticity doubledo Total i nput use, 
excluding labor, is down only $1 . 9 million for 1930-50, and is up $5 
million for 1951-60. For t he later period the real estate input is in-
creased by $1.2 million; fuel and oeprating expense is increased by 
$1.9 million; and real estate taxes are up by $2.4 million. Average 
1951-60 output is $2 .l million higher but a slightly lower index of 
' 
prices received (8L 3 compa;ed to 81. 4) causes a drop in gross income 
of $19 million o However, this is a decrease of less than 0.1 percent 
in income . The farm labor force is reduced by less t han 1,000 workers. 
Labor production elasticity halved o Total input use is lower than the 
level estimated in t he original model by $1 million in 1930-50 and higher 
by $11 million in 1951-60. The average farm labor force is lower in 
1951-60 by 2,000 workers . Changes in individual inputs for the later 
period are: an increase of $6 million in the feed, seedj and livestock 
input; an increase of $1 million in the machinery i nput; a decr ease in 
the real estate i nput of $3 million; an increase in fue l and operating 
expense of $12 million; and a decr ease in real estate taxes of about $6 
million . 
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Output for 1951-60 is $92 million lower, prices received are one 
index point higher, and gross income is increased by $400 million dollars, 
an increase of one percent o 
Simultaneous changes .in production.elasticities • . In this simulation the 
preceding changes in production elasticities are made in the same run; 
i.e., the fertilizer and lime production elasticity is doubled and the 
labor production elasticity is halved. Again, estimates of input use 
are quite close to estimates from the original modeL Inputs showing 
increases for 1951-60 are: real estate ($408 million) ; fuel and opera-
ting expense ($13 million); and real estate taxes ($9 . 6 million). Per-
centage increases were small with input levels being 0.1, 0.5, and 1.1 
percent higher, respectively, than the estimates of the original model. 
For the 1951-60 period, output decreases by $114 million (0 . 3 per-
cent), prices received increases by 1.2 index numbers ('1.5 percent), and 
gross farm income increases by $453 million (L4 percent). 
Summary of production elasticity changes o The three simulations with 
changes in production function parameters were run to examine potential 
effects of possible errors on estimates . of. key variableso Results are 
not intended to indicate whether errors in parameter estimates i n fact 
were present,--but the sensitivity analysis .. does i ndicate that estimates 
of key .variables are not appreciab ly altered by changes i n t he production 
coefficients. 
One percent .neutral increase in technology • . Simulation XI II WC! run to 
examine the effect of a 1.0 percent . per .year . increase in technology. The 
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increase is assumed to be neut raL 1Hence only the intercept term of the 
production function rather than individual production elasticities is 
variedo 
A comparison between the results of Simulations XIII and I shows 
only slight changeso Total input usage· is higher in 1930-40 and 1941-50, 
and lower in 1951-60 0 Farm labor force numbers are higher in each of 
the three periods by 7,000, 10,000, and 15,000 workers. Techpological 
i~rovements in farm inputs are normally expected to result in a lessened 
need for . labor o Organization · of equations . and variables i11 the s imula-
tion model give higher labor force . estimates because higher output means 
lower prices received and lower gross farm-income o Lowe;r.- income means 
a decrease in machinery purchases and lowers the average s tock of machi-
nery o The labor force esti mate increases because of the negative coeffi-
cient on the mac~inery stock variable o 
Output i~ increased by 2o0 percent, less than LO percent, and 1.0 
percent in the respective periods . Prices r e ceived are moderately lower 
due to the i ncreased output and gross farm i ncome is lower in 1930-40, 
1941-50, and 19.51-60 by 2o3 percent, 2 . 2 percent, and 3o0 percent, res-
pectivelyo 
Three percent neutral i ncrease i~ technology o In Simulation XIV the 
production func tion intercept is increased by 3o 0 percent per year o 
Chang~s mentioned above for: the LO pe rcent neutral i ncrease i n t ech-
nology , are magnified here . 
For 1951-60 the total farm labor force .is 46,000 hi gher t han in 
Simulation I o The rise in labor input is a small proportion, 0. 7 percent, 
of the total farm l abor force . Output is 208 percent higher, prices 
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received are 13 percent lower, and gross farm income is reduced by 10 
percent . 
One percent neutral decrease in technology. The assumption i mplied in 
Simulation XV is not . that there was a net decrease in technology, but 
that the rate of adoption was 1.0 percent l ower than that actually exper-., 
ienced from 1930-60 . The question to be answered is whether farmers in 
general would have benefitted from a lower rate of adoption of new tech-
nology. 
Whi l e the LO percent decrease is not presw;ne,d to be large enough 
to remove t he effects of adoption of better farming P,ractices, it does 
show the direction of changes that could have been expected. Output is 
1.0 percent lower in 1951-60 than was esti mated in Simulation t· Prices 
are 4. 0 percent hi gher, and gross income is increased by 2. 0 percent 
($954 million) . Fann labor force numbers decrease by 15,000 workers. 
I 
Sunmary of changes in neutral t echnology . Results of the preceding three 
simulations serve to substantiate the part that technology has played in 
causing surplus agricultural production. The analysis is i ncomplete, 
however, because the model i ncorporates effects that cannot be removed 
by the simple assumption of neutral t echnological change . Increases in 
productivity are unlikely to be neutr al, affecting all inputs alike, but 
rather tend to be associated with specific i nputs . Changes in farm size 
and numbers and attendant changes in machinery use and expenditures re-
main hidden. The effect on nonfarm. firms that have benefitted from the 
sale of improved production inputs is likewise obscured . 
Total net returns to family labor are over 40 percent higher with 
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a loO percent decrease in technology than with a 3o0 percent increase in 
technologyo Net returns per family worker are higher by 43 percento 
Thus the results are consistent with the hypothesis that farmers have 
experienced a relative decline in income as a consequence of technolo-
gical changeo 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The overall objective of this study.is.the analysis of the effect 
of changes in selected variables on agricultural output, income, and 
resource use. Past and present involvement of the government in areas 
relating to agricultural production and. resource use indicates the need 
for more knowledge of the productivity of resources used in agriculture 
and the ma:p.ner in which agriculture is influenced by the nonfarm economy. 
Procedure 
The .. study is organized into three major sections •. Estimation of 
production elasticities for nine categories 4.>f agdcul_tural inputs and 
specification o.f an agricultural production function comprises the 
first section. The .next step in.the.procedure is construction of an 
aggregate. economic model depicting.agricultural decision-making, pro-
duction, and. disposition of farm. output, together with estimation of 
coefficients. in the modelo Simulation o.f the recursive economic model. 
over the 1930-60 period with selected changes in data and parameters is 
the final step·and describes the long~run·or·cumulative effects of the 
conditions·under study. 
In· Chapter III~ estimates of· the· elasticities of production for 
nine major agricultural input categories: were· developed a An adjustment 
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model which specifies that the annual adjustment· in use of a factor 
(input) is some portion of the divergence. from equilibrium use was 
assumed. In equilibrium the factor share (ratio of expenditure on a fac-
tor to value of. final product) is .equal. to the .. elasticity of production. 
Estimates of the elasticity of production we.re derived from the distri-
buted lag ~djustment model using calculated factor shares in a disequili-
brium sit;uation by least squares and autoregressive least squares tech-
niques. 
Estimates of production elasticities then became the coefficients 
in a Cobb-Douglas type production functiono This function provided the 
medium by which decisions relating to _input use· were transformed into 
estimates of aggregate farm output--in essence the input decision equa-
tions and the production function speci-fy an implicit supply function. 
Behavioral equations, input demand eq-uations, and an equation for 
each of (1) commercial market quantity;, (2).,,aggregate demand, and (3) 
gross farm income. are. specified .and .. coefficients estimated· in -Chapter IV. 
Simulation of the economic model is explained early in Chapter V, fol-
lowed by presentation of the results of , the, simulated conditions. 
Results.and Implications 
The results of 15 simulations are presented in this study. Condi-
tions simulated cover: (1) the omission··of· government diversions of 
excess production,, payments to farmers·, and acreage controls; (2) higher 
support of· prices :farmers receive; (3) · tighter acreage controls; (4) 
variations in national unemployment and disposable income; (5) higher 
prices of inputs;· (6) changes in production el·asticities; an~ (]),differ-
ent . rates. of .. adoption of technology. 
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Several implications of the results· of· the various ·simulations are 
consistent· with•.!: priori expectations·.· · Removal cf government programs 
for surplus diversion, government· payments' to' farmers, and acreage con-
trols indicated th·at prices and· incomes would have been significantly 
lower in their absence. Simulation of the.,model with tighter acreage 
controls likewise resulted in depressed prices and gross income--and de-
creases in the efficiency of resource use were apparent. 
The level. of. .economic activity in the, nonfarm sector has a strong 
influence. on the .. farm economy. Under condi.tions of prosperity in the 
nonfarm sector, as exemplified by full employment and higher disposable 
incomei farm incomes showed significant. increases. The reverse effect 
was obtained.when.depression conditions.:l.n .. the nonfarm sector were simu-
lated. Consequently, fiscal and monetary- policies to maintain and in-
crease national ·prQsper:1.ty are also conshten.t. with higher returns for 
agriculture. Nor does inflation depress farm income as much as antici-
pated. .Higher input pric~s lead. to .reductions.in inputs and hence out-
put. The.·result, .. ceteris paribus; is .. that.fa.mers in time are able to 
accommodate .. to .higher input pr.ices by .. ge.tting· more for what they sell. . . 
Variation of .production elasti.dties·.: did-.not ch&:ige the results 
obtained in the original model sufficiently. ·to cause con'.cem':..-most 
changes were of less than one percent in magnitude. The assumption of 
different rates · of. adoption of teehu.ology,; .however, did affect the 
estimates. Because technology has. gener·ally been output-increasing, a 
high rate .. of adoption. was s.een to.·disadvantage 'the income position of 
; 
fal'mers. 
The. r~sults qf. this study indicate,.that :past programs such as 
.removal .of excess production from. the. commercial marketp direct payments 
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to farmers, and long-.term acreage removal .programs have maintained prices 
and incomes above the level they would have been otherwiseo Higher in-
comes (ahd higher land values) have led to substitution of capital for 
farm workers and to. the withdrawal o.f, excess labor f~om agricultureo 
Also, simulation of different condi,tions in. the nonfarm sector show the 
benefit of national prosperity to incomes· in·agricultureo 
Limitations 
All value series were deflated .. to. a. constant-dollar basis to cor-
rect for changes in the general price level:., . Gross income used in es ti-
mating production elasticities was adjus,ted foT interfarm sales of feed, 
seed, and livestock, as was the feed.,.seed, and livestock input series. 
Data used were accepted as the best available; .though limitations of con-
e epts and collection methods are pointed out, by most data sources. Dif-
ferences in labor data series published by the U. s. Dep~rtment of Agri-
culture and the Uo s. Department of Labor were mentioned as an example. 
The above comments emphasize the need for (1) clarity in r~ferencing of 
sources and adjustments, and (2) careful consideration by the reader of 
assumptions stated and procedures employed. 
Production elasticity estimates were·held constaµt for ten-year 
periods; although individual elasticities likely change from year to 
year.· This. fact led to discussion of re.su,lts in average terms, rather 
than by individual years. 
The aggregate economic model used. in the ~!mulation procedure is 
one of. many .possible formulations o .Altematiwe fo.rmulations of the 
model. and individual equations may conside,rab·ly improve the estimates 
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generatedo The machinery purchase equation provides an example--machi-
nery purchases in the model are related only: to gross farm income. 
Although the ef.fects of rising or falling .. inc.ome are taken into account 
and implicitly prices received by,.f.amers.; the price of machinery is not 
includedo ... l'he. omission results from nondgn!f!cant coefficients. estimated 
for this variableo Exclusion of .machine.ry .. prlce- also reduces the effec-
tiveness of .. the .simulation in which. input. prices were increased. 
The degree of aggregation in .the. model is another limitation. 
Agriculture is treated as a homogeneous industry, when differences in 
farm size and farming regions may significantly, violate the homogenity 
assumption. A final consideration. is the relatively small number of 
simulations performed. Simulation . analysis::. of alternative hypotheses 
could add t;o knowledge of the operation of,,the agricultural economy. 
Suggestions fo.r, Further Research 
This study has attempted to illustrate the effects of different 
' levels of selected vadables on farm resotllrce use, output, prices re-
ceived~ and income for an historical period.a l'he procedures followed 
appear to be .promising for extensions .to. predictive analysis. Extra-
polation of basic variables would be necessary, which raises questions 
of the accuracy obtained. However, once the basic framework of the 
model is decided .. upon, computer simulation. is· a· rapid process--enabling 
the simulation of the model under many alternative assumptions or condi-
tions a 1 
1 Simulation· runs presented· in this: study· for a 31-year period 
required only three minutes on the· IBM~7040 computero 
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Simulation. as a research technique .. tn'. agricultural economfcs has 
the advantages of ease of ·handli~g of time -lags and non-linearities 
'· 
which may seriously complicate the estimation.of multi-equation systems, 
using other .. techniques. In addition~. no.nor.nuLor, goals need by speci-.: 
fied. Finally~ the. ability of the researcher·to derive cumulative or 
long-run. results .from an economic model .. adds-.much to the appeal of the 
procedure. 
The results point to hypotheses that ... need .. addi tion~l study: (1) 
that farmers· in fact adjust quite rapidly :to their concept of the. desired 
or equilibrium, .. but that this desired or subjective equU.:llbrium is not a 
general equilibrium in terms of .complete.national efficiency--or the 
equilibrium. as vie~ed. by farmers. includes a considerable dis.c.ount for 
the farm way of. life or the inadequate preparation of _farmers for non-
farm jobs,. and.(2) that the farming.indust:,ry.!s able to compensate for 
inflation-induced. input pur~hases and, output that subseque~tly lead to 
--, I • • • , •• ' I , ' , -., > 
higher. prices .received. A third hypothesis 'supported by this simulation 
study is that government commodity programs .have had a net tendency to 
.. . . \. 
reduce farm l~bor and population. These are challE:ng4ng issues that 
require more research. 
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APPENDIX A9 TABLE I 
DATA USED I N CALCULATING FACTOR SHARES9 Uo So AGRICULTURE, 1910=61 
Year FL a FSLb Le Md REe FOEf MIS8 I NTh RE Ti AGFij 
===-=-===========--=-====-==-Million Current Dollars===========-==~-~==--===============-=== 
1910 152 161 -- 2770 9 2 ~529 52 558 377 166 70169 
1911 168 134 =- 299 08 2 9600 61 587 336 183 6 p454 
1912 161 167 -- 32509 2, 730 72 606 374 191 7p 699 
1913 175 172 - = 344.4 29 79 7 83 633 377 218 71, 107 
1914 195 175 -- 36L3 29849 91 648 384 222 71, 619 
1915 165 175 =- 39007 2p928 107 639 412 243 7g 882 
t-' 1916 193 215 43703 3pll0 139 715 479 260 81, 66 7 t-' ~ 
-..J 1917 232 252 541.6 31,371 198 863 714 292 130398 --
1918 311 440 -= 71306 39706 279 19024 855 311 14 1, 974 
1919 358 427 -- 760 05 4 11 082 328 19143 945 393 159941 
1920 390 478 -- 8420 7 4s937 396 19263 891 483 15 p219 
1921 249 290 -- 794.4 41, 473 . 358 lt048 541 510 911211 
1922 234 284 == 667.4 4 i)o94· · 331 19021 524 509 10 1, 087 
1923 263 327 -- 687. 1 40035 341 111019 574 516 1J . 167 
1924 264 440 -- 727 .4 3 p894 369 111019 576 511 llp144 
192:5 299 408 -- 736 05 3p 776 433 1,008 602 517 12 p934 
1926 298 396 =- 759 .3 39688 500 111017 565 526 12 1,230 
1927 267 . 406 == 795 . 1 3 ,609 499 965 545 545 12 ; 029 
1928 318 459 -- 79702 3 , 560 533 971 580 556 120453 
1929 300 437 3 il 992 804 . 7 39610 562 965 593 56 7 l2 g665 
APPENDIX A9 TABLE I (Continued) 
Year FL a FSLb Le Md REe FOEf MISg IN~ RET1 AGFij 
-
,============.===ca======>=======Million Current Dollars ======================================== 
1930 297 363 39815 827 o2 39504 547 879 492 567 10~249 
1931 202 218 3~031 77304 39124 465 ]96 343 526 8,;245 
1932 118 179 29351 66400 2,;614 418 689 279 461 69040 
1933 120 191 29173 57208 2 i195 405 628 316 398 69261 
1934 176 233 2~349 55003 2~212 442 623 368 384 69569 
1935 188 267 z. 723 57605 2~203 476 605 371 392 99110 
1936 261 369 29912 61807 29203 513 613 450 394 8~812 
1937 279 411 39318 70004 2;i232 587 675 417 405 10~889 
1938 258 342 3~379 74605 29208 606 660 389 400 89998 
1939 273 423 3:,lf82 73008 2,;162 610 687 398 407 89945 
1940 306 548 3.664 73807 2~144 656 708 422 401 9>)432 
1941 334 609 40286 79005 29221 735 798 549 407 12>)386 
1942 417 914 5~905 92lo8 29364 835 849 750 399 17 ~327 
1943 505 11)183 7;i555 89lo4 2.,562 1,,079 929 1~003 400 20~398 
1944 576 1~291 8i,834 86009 29874 19225 975 996 419 209838 
1945 657 1~473 9;;,308 867 o4 31)226 1.,304 974 10024 465 219880 
1946 683 1~617 9~670 92606 3~856 1~456 l;i194 19141 519 259960 
1947 755 2;;,030 109227 li,20lo 7 4~376 1~776 19426 lg323 605 289669 
1948 826 2~269 109273 1~67800 49737 2;;,117 19580 1~273 656 329492 




APPENDIX A0 TABLE I (Continued) 
Year FL a FSLb L c. Md REe FOEf MISg IN~ RETi AGF!j 
====~======~==~====~~=~==~=~~=~~=~==~==Million Current Dollars===~==~======~~~~========================= 
1950 978 29042 81)620 2968401 4~ 779 211311 1!)750 19218 741 299238 
1951 19085 29564 89826 3tl67e9 5,507 2il535 2t 709 19473 773 339635 
1952 lil229 2~.559 8,)877 3,43209 69061 29702 29117 10429 804 339380 
1953 19245 29164 89764 31)54008 69098 2~ 734 211100 1~309 839 30p945 
1954 19274 2,224 8~563 3p630o 7 69029 29 702 29076 19257 870 309311 
1955 1~256 2·9200 9gll3 3,61802 6,345 2t789 2»167 19210 928 29,.653 
1956 111241 2,241 9p350 3,70306 6,473 3;005 2,303 19234 977 299675 
1957 19280 29325 9il145 3,78002 6,782 311164 2,286 19216 19044 299891 
1958 1,338 2 .. 670 89654 3,88703 7,273 3;i217 2,436 lp347 lgl03 32,512 
1959 19449 29806 89974 4,02104 7,894 3~341 211633 19352 19187 311)655 
1960 11,462 29 788 99048 4,03308 89249 31)283 21)739 lg340 19284 329459 
1961 19502 29989 89829 3,96209 8g498 3;186 211833 1,)362 19361 33!)001 
8Expenditures for fertilizer and limeo From~ Income Situation 9 July, 1962 and later issueso 
bExpenditures for feed 9 seed 9 and livestocko Expenditures for each series (from~ Income Situation) 
were deflated by their respective indices of prices paid by farmers (from l!!m,~ Situation) and sununed for 
each yearo The ratio of this sum to the constant dollar sum adjusted for interfarm sales (from worksheets 
c»f the Production Adjustments Branch~ ERS) was formedo This ratio was used as a factor to convert the Fann 
Income ~i~?B,tion total in each year (undeflated) to a series in current dollars adjusted for interfarm ~so 
~abor e~enseo To obtain total labor expense (with family and operator labor priced at the hired labor 
wage rate) the Agricultural Marketing Setvice (AMS) series "wages paid hired labor" in current dollars was 
multiplied by the ratio of "total farm labor force" to "hired farm labor force" (all from Agricultural Hand= E 
book 118 to 1950, from Farm Income Situation thereafter)" This figure was then deflated by the ratio of "CPS -
APPENDIX A~ TABLE I (Continued) 
labor force" (from Ei:nployment ~ Earning!) to "AMS labor forceo" CPS data only cover the period 1929 
to dateo 
'11achinery investment expenseo Fann power and machinery input series minus miscellaneous farm 
machinery inputs (fuel ~ oil 9 electricityj blacksmithj harnessp hand tools) minus license~ insurancep 
repairs 9 partsj and tires (all in 1947=49 dollars from worksheets~ Production Adjustments Branch p ERS) 
inflated to current dollars using index of prices paid for farm machineryg 1947-49 • 1000 
e Real estate expenseo The value of real estate (from Agricul tural Finance Review) times the 
interest rate on farm mortgage debt 9 plus building depreciationi accident damage~ repairsi and main= 
tenance (from~ Income Situation)o 
f Fuel 9 operation~ and repairs of machinery a From~ Income Situationa 
~iscellaneous current operating expensea From~ Income Situation o 
hCrop and livestock inventory expenseo Interest on crop inventories series in 1947=1949 dollars 
(from worksheetsi Production Adjustments Branchj ERS) inflated to current dollars by index of prices 
received by farmers for all crops, plus interest on livestock inventories series in 1947=49 dollars 
( from worksheetsi Production Adjustments Branch ~ ERS) inflated to current dollars using index of prices 
received by f armers for livestock and livestock products o 
i Real estate taxes expenseo From worksheets~ Production Adjustments Branch, ERS a 
jAdjusted gross farm incomeo Gross farm income less government paymen ts (from !!!m, Income Situa= 





APPENDIX A11 TABLE II 
DATA USED IN ESTIMATING COEFFICIENTS FOR THE SIMULATION MODEL 
(EXCLUDING PRODUCTION ELASTICITIES) 
Year AC a SPb PFC PRd CLie OUTf GFig 
1929 379 94 9913 13308 80 o9 17 9341o 7 20p306o0 20p254 
1930 382 97 0633 13408 70o 4 17 11 20L3 19 9789 02 17,095 
1931 384 99 9463 13804 55o4 16,916 08 21,59508 159303 
1932 384 959966 13306 4508 18,56601 20 ~979 00 12,368 
1933 378 85 i) 871 12 7 o5 5lo0 19,59001 19,38900 13 11 504 
1934 375 839100 1340 2 60 o7 l8 9531o 5 ' 165152300 13 !1 991 
1935 377 82 9425 13509 74o5 15 j038 o8 19119130 1 19.300 
1936 375 84 1)414 121o 9 75o3 171)21407 17p830o3 179753 
1937 379 83il730 12704 7906 15 912800 22952500 21 »496 
1938 372 86 ,447 1250 7 63 o7 171)53804 2lp 747o0 18,110 
1939 363 85 9978 12504 62 o7 18 , 07L5 21 ,997 . 0 19 ., 088 
1940 36 8 85 g249 122.1 65 o5 18 95350 4 22~82504 20 , 034 
1941 367 82 9355 11105 74o3 19,26406 23 9646 06 23,018 
1942 370 829414 10804 84 o2 201,46709 26 1)54402 289340 
1943 377 859406 10503 92o3 22 9 27L2 26 1114202 30.311 
1944 379 92 .248 10601 93o4 22 933707 26 , 846 06 30 1) 693 
1945 372 97 , 244 104.6 94.6 21 1)790 03 26,41509 31 . 548 
1946 369 101 9151 99.2 101o5 21,26306 271) 120 .7 34i)697 
1947 373 101 1) 302 97 oO 106 04 20 , 9320 7 2611216.6 33 11 985 
1948 378 102 9073 100 06 104.4 19 9302 .7 28 cy 70400 36 9140 
1949 387 106 9920 102.o 2 89 06 20 ~959 .2 28,136 09 30 9144 
1950 377 106 9246 97o7 9L9 2095870 1 '/. I 1>957 o 7 329202 
1951 381 112 9401 94.5 99.8 21,190.0 28 1) 832.3 34,313 
1952 380 1199519 95.4 92. 7 21,684.7 29'1) 889 0 9 339191 
1953 380 1201)440 95.2 82 .2 22il213.9 30 1)111. 9 29g969 
1954 380 119 , 052 94 06 79. 1 22 ~220 .1 30 i>177 .9 29 j540 
1955 378 1219653 92o3 73. 5 22 9610. 7 31,2320 0 289743 
1956 369 1239673 87.7 70.4 23 9163 02 319590.9 28$1320 
1957 358 1251) 841 85.5 69.5 22!1607.2 31~504. 9 289076 
1958 355 129,181 83 .7 71. 9 23~48L 8 34,378.1 30»352 
1959 358 135 9550 8lo5 68.5 249601.8 349583.2 281)901 
1960 355 138 ~025 80 .2 66.6 24,571.9 3511384.7 289965 
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Year PURh PNFi SMj PREk TFLF1 VREm Un 
1929 111030 69.9 4,450.2 101.8 l0g450 70,541.2 3.2 
1930 819 67.8 . 411647.8 104.1 10,340 73,312.4 8. 7 
1931 494 68.5 4,587.5 105.9 10,290 75 1) 657 .4 15.9 
1932 266 62.1 4,252.0 97.7 10,170 70,954.2 23.6 .. . •. 
1933 241 62.6 3,722.5 82.2 10,090 60,396.1 24 . 9 
1934 528 64.3 3,278.4 80.7 90900 591)193.0 21. 7 
1935 723 71.2 3,258.0 84.7 10,110 61,944. 1 20.1 
1936 979 74.3 3 il 393.9 85.1 10 9000 6l g397 . 8 16.9 
1937 1,109 80.9 3,771.2 87.3 9p820 62 p323.9 14.3 
1938 777. 75.1 4,127 0 8 88.0 9,690 62 g247.8 19.0 
1939 863 81.5 4,074.8 87.3 911610 61,084.2 17.2 
1940 977 84.8 4,181.0 86.2 9,540 59,532.7 14.6 
1941 1,429 91.4 4,352.9 79.5 9~100 55,573. 5 9.9 
1942 lp 364 100.6 4p946.5 75.9 91,250 53p562 . l 4.7 
1943 908 107.8 4v 957.2 75. 8 91)080 54 , 101.4 1.9 
1944 1,608 112.2 4 p534.6 85.5 8p950 61 11 636.8 1.2 
1945 l g566 105 .7 4 ,557. 7 92.2 8g580 67 i) l03. 4 1. 9 
1946 1,322 97 . 2 4,777.2 97. 7 8, 320 71,232 . 2 3.9 
1947 2,220 98.4 5,031.6 97.6 8,256 71,390.0 3.9 
1948 2 1,737 100. 7 61)090 .7 99.8 7il 960 72 0646.9 3. 8 
1949 2,675 100. 8 7 1) 400.8 102.4 8g017 741) 608 . 6 5.9 
1950 21)598 108.3 8,734.2 99.9 7. 49 7 72 11 781.4 5.3 
1951 2,512 108.5 9p706.5 106.3 7il048 771)171.l 3. 3 
1952 29173 112. 8 10,417.3 114. 7 6, 792 83,le 2 ,9 3.1 
1953 2,278 117.2 10,617.5 115.2 6,555 83 , 507. 8 2.9 
1954 1,944 116 .5 10 , 950.2 113.0 611495 81 , 718.0 5.6 
1955 1,978 124 .. 4 10,908.1 116.8 6 p 718 83,907. 7 4. 4 
i 
1956 l g677 125. 3 10p870.6 117.5 6,572 85 ,210 . 3 4. 2 
1957 l p663 125.3 l0 g556.0 120 . 7 6,222 88 ,195.7 4.3 
1958 · 2 pl21 124 . 2 1011280.5 123. 9 5 g844 90 1) 644 .3 6. 8 
1959 l g922 130 . 5 10,340.6 13098 50 836 95,686 . 9 s.s 
1960 1 ,591 130. 7 10,201.8 133.8 51> 723 98 g356.5 5.6 
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Year 
1929 13009 10704 12108 1 0 002 o9 10708 0 120 
1930 12806 11003 12301 92500 10903 0 131 
1931 12406 11402 12400 8890 3 11205 0 143 
1932 13505 1100 7 12408 774.3 111.5 0 152 
1933 135.3 10509 125.6 7130 7 108.4 256.9 125 
1934 136.0 104.8 12604 75501 105.1 819 09 117 
1935 135.9 10601 127 o2 85209 12207 1,067.0 114 
1936 13206 103.9 128.1 92407 119.2 498.2 111 
1937 13405 108.0 128.8 975.2 121.9 594.7 115 
1938 132. 7 10907 129 08 895 . 6 123.2 789 .4 117 
1939 130.8 109.3 130.9 962.4 123.8 1,36704 121 
1940 125.7 109.7 132.1 1~01905 122.8 1,27906 118 
1941 119.5 106.6 133.4 1,126.0 115 , 3 878. 8 112 
1942 112. 7 10401 134.9 1,24205 109.0 927.2 97 
1943 10503 10606 136. 7 1,269.2 102.1 83808 84 
1944 10409 llOoO 138.4 1935608 104.3 992.3 79 
1945 10201 10803 139.9 1,338.7 10309 924 . 0 77 
1946 98.0 102.7 141.4 1,325.6 101.6 900.8 77 
1947 95.9 99.1 144.1 1,230.4 99.2 327.4 83 
1948 101.6 98.6 146.6 1 ,273.2 100.6 253.5 87 
1949 102.2 10202 149.2 1,238.6 10003 18lol 95 
1950 102.5 101.5 151. 7 1 ~324. 0 100.9 27307 100 
1951 98o9 99.8 154.3 1,314.6 98.8 254.0 91 
1952 98.0 104.1 156.9 1~330.7 99.4 240 .6 86 
1953 98.6 100.3 159.6 1,36805 100 02 184.3 89 
1954 99.7 96o3 162.4 1,360.3 100.1 22lo0 93 
1955 100.0 94o0 165.3 1,418.8 99.8 195.7 96 
1956 98. 5 91.9 168.2 1,441.2 98.3 45806 96 
1957 99o0 88.7 171.3 1,440.1 98ol 8llo5 94 
1958 96.2 87 06 174.2 1,426.9 98o2 85 lo4 95 
1959 95.4 85.4 177.1 1,464.6 98.5 52406 94 
1960 9406 84.0 180.7 1,46603 98 o5 52406 97 
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Year CMQV HCw err GJY ADIVZ 
1929 18DOOOoO 2~11704 -15008 0 0 
1930 17~96608 2,20405 -38201 0 0 
1931 18,48201 2,28304 83003 0 0 
1932 18515700 7 2,168.1 24002 0 0 
1933 17,727.6 2,019.6 -3800 4 22o2 0 
1934 16 , 182.4 1,853.4 -1,53201 19o3 0 
1935 17902407 15177108 93609 17907 0 
1936 1790460 7 1,85L3 - 15107004 2o7 0 
1937 19, 26409 l , 80L5 111025 01 433 05 0 
1938 19,27906 lil938o8 20702 32L4 0 
1939 191165600 1,,92802 15L5 26103 0 
1940 20,41807 1,847.3 42900 13004 0 
1941 20,999.2 1,923.3 565.3 15808 0 
1942 22,98305 2,087 0 9 1,30502 167 06 0 
1943 23 , 64805 2,44LO ~56o3 10900 0 
1944 24979202 2 il 335ol -43900 15803 0 
1945 24 ~38809 2,49005 -46401 006 0 
1946 24»303.6 2,78702 2806 1.3 0 
1947 25,067 08 2,79203 -1,65401 10.6 0 
1948 23 ,014o0 2,799 00 1,657.4 1,23306 0 
1949 24 g919o8 . 2,677.5 - 96 . 3 63509 0 
1950 25 , 315.7 2,418 . 9 886 . 8 663.7 0 
1951 25 , 076 . 2 2,476 . 0 1,178.3 101. 8 0 
1952 24 , 381.1 211560.9 993 . 5 1,954.4 0 
1953 25 9828. 9 2,629.0 -755.5 2,409 . 5 0 
1954 25,501.3 2,457 06 619 . 5 1,599 .5 0 
1955 26,517.9 2,457.1 404.1 1,852.9 0 
1956 28,217.0 2,521.3 -589 . 5 1,442 . 1 o. 714 
1957 26,746.6 2,535 . 3 1,086.4 .1,126 .6 3.214 
1958 29,644.6 2,158. 6 1,269 . 8 1,305. 1 4. 943 
1959 31 ,548.4 1,938 . 7 134 .3 96L8 1L232 
1960 32,704.9 1,884.4 494 . 0 30L4 14.330 
aAC: millions of acres of cropland used for crops . u. S o Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Changes .!!l!!!m Production~ Efficiency, Statisti-
cal Bulletin 233 , (Washington, July 1964), pp. 15- 16 • 
• 
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bSP : stock of productive assets in million 1947-49 dollars as of 
January 1 (includes machinery 9 crops, livestock and estimates of cash for 
productive purposes) o From worksheets, Production Adjustments Branch, 
ERS, Uo So Department of Agr iculture o 
~Fi index of prices paid by farmers for fertilizer material o 
1910- 14=100 index (Asricultural Prices 9 Septemberp 1964, Po 55) converted 
to 1947-49=100 and deflated by implicit GNP price deflator (1954=100 
i ndex , Economic Report .2f£h.! President ~ January , 1965 , Po 196 5 converted 
to 1947-49•100) 0 
eCLI: inventory of crops and livestock on farms in million 1947-49 
dollars as of January lo From worksheets, Production Adjustments Branch, 
ERS 9 Uo So Department of Agriculture o 
fOUT i farm output in million 1947- 49 dollars o From worksheets, 
Production Adj ustment s Branch , ERS i Uo So Department of Agriculture o 
gGFI : total gross farm income in million 1947~49 dollars (including 
government payments). Current dollar series (~ Income Situation, July, 
1964, p. 46) deflated by implicit GNP price deflator (1954=100 index, 
Economic Report .£i~ President, January, 1965, Po 196, converted ·to 
1947- 49=100) 0 
hPUR : purchases of machinery in million 1947-49 dollars o Current 
dollar series (Farm Income Situation J July , 1964, Po 54) deflated by in-----~----dex of prices paid for farm machinery (1910-14•100 index, Agricultural 
Prices ; September, 1964, po 55, converted to 1947-49•100)0 
i PNF: index of average annual wage of production workers in manu-
facturing (1947-49=100)0 From .!!.!m, Income Situationo 
jSM: stock of machinery in million 1947-49 dollars o From work-
sheets , Production Adjustments Branch, ERS, Uo So Department qf Agricul-
tureo 
~RE : index of average per acre value of farm real estate , 1947-
49=100 (Agricultural Finance Review 9 December, 1963, Po 60) deflated by 
implicit GNP price deflator (1954=100 index, Economic Report .2£~ 
President, January, 1965, converted to 1947-49=100) 0 
1TFLF: total farm labor force in lOOO'so From Employment~ 
Earnings » Vol o 10, No G 12 , Uo So Department of Labar o 1 
~ : value of farm real estate in million 1947-49 dollars . Curlt:!nt 
dollar series (Agricultural Finance Review, December, 1963, Po 61) de-
flated by implicit GNP price deflator 1954=100 index , Economic Report 
.2,f,~ President , January , 1965 , Po 196, converted to 1957-49=100)0 
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nu ·. 1 unemp oyment percentageo From Economic Report 2!, ~ President, 
January, 1965i po 2140 
0 
PMS : index of prices paid for motor supplies o 1910-14•100 index 
(Agricultural Prices . September, 1964 9 Po 55) converted to 1947-49=100 
and deflated by implicit GNP price deflatorn954•100 indexi Economic 
Report .21~ President, January, 1965, Po 196, converted to 1947-49=100). 
PPFSg index of prices paid for farm supplies e 1910-14•100 index 
(Agricultural Prices, September, 1964, Po 55) converted to 1947-49=100 
and deflated by implicit GNP price deflator 0.954•100, Economic Report ,2i 
~ President» Januaryp 1954i Po 196, converted to 1947- 49=100) 0 
qPOP: United Stat es population (millions) o From Economic Report .21, 
.!h!:. President ~ January, 1965, Po 2130 
r YD : per capita disposable income in 1947-49 dollars o Current 
dollar series deflated by implicit GNP price deflator (1954=100 index 
converted to 1947-49=100)0 Income series and index from Economic Report 
.2!,~ President, January 1965, Pe 209 and p. 196 0 
tGP : government payments to farmers in million 1947-49 dollars o 
Current dollar series (~ Income Si t uation. Julys 1964, Po 46) qeflated 
by implicit GNP price deflator (1954•100 index, Economic Report ,gi~ 
President , Januaryi 1965~ Po 196P converted to 1947-49=100) . 
uTAX: real estate tax rate in dollars per $10,000 valuation from 
Agricultural Finance Review, Decemberf 1963, p . 510 
vCMQ ~ commercial market quantity in million 1947-49 dollars, defined 
as equal to output (OUT) minus the stnn of home constnnption (HC), change in 
inventories on farms (CIF), and government diversi ons (GD) o 
w HC ~ home constnnption in million 1947-49 dollars o Series in current 
dollars from Farm Income Situation (July, 1965, Po 47) deflated by implicit 
GNP price def~ro 
X CIF : change in inventories on farms in million 1947-49 dollars o 
Seri~s in current dollars (from I!!!!!, Income Situation, July, 1965, deflated 
by index of price received (1947-49=100) 0 
Yen : government (CCC) diversions in million 1947-49 dollars . Data 
since 1948 are from Hathaw~y and Stollsteimer, and Tyner and Tweeten 
(1964) , deflated by the i mplicit gross national product price deflatoro 
Data for 1932-47 are calculated as the value (based on average prices re-
ceived by farmers) of (1) acquisition of commodities pledged as collateral 
for price support loans and (2) purchased from processors or handlers, or 
from producers by purchase agreements by CCC , minus the value of domestic 
dispositions by CCC in the same yearo Commodities included are comp cot-
ton, tobacco j wheat p rice, rye p grain sorghtnn i bar l ey, oats, peanuts, and 
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dairy productso The data sources and calculation procedures are explained 
in Tyner and 'lweeten (1964)0 
zADIV~ millions of acres diverted by acreage control programs. Data 
for 1961=64 are 39o471p 510813 9 43.820, and 460341. ADIV is calculated 
as the sum of cropland diverted under the feed grain and wheat programs, 
plus one-half of the Conservation Reserve acreso See Uo So Department 
of Agriculture 9 mm. Production--Trends, Prospects• .!!!S, frog rams, Washing-
ton: 1961 9 po 360 . 
APPENDIX A, . TABLE III 
DATA USED FOR CALCULATI NG THE PRODUCTION FUNCTION INTERCEPTS 
Year FL a FSLb Le Md REe FOEf MISg IN Th RET1 
1929 292 08 78203 23,158 1 ,257 . 3 3,47L5 6Jl o5 1,321.9, 1,077. 2 877 o2 
1930 29800 758. 9 22,921 1,292 . 5 3,404. 8 651.2 1,220 08 11>068. 3 928.7 
1931 230 . 0 654 00 23,427 11>237.7 3,337 07 645 . 8 1,206 . 1 1,050 . 6 1,002 00 
1932 15500 692 . 5 22,605 1,125 . 4 3, 248.6 5880 7 1,187.9 1,153.3 1,025 08 
1933 172 0 7 705.1 22,554 987 . 6 3,26803 587 .o 11>163.0 1,217 oO 905 00 
1934 206 . 3 663 . 4 20,232 917 .2 3,250 07 597 03 1,09300 1,150 . 6 792 .1 
1935 238 . 9 64305 21,052 929 . 8 3,323. 9 652 01 1,061.4 938 05 784 02 
1936 282 . 9 
~ 
877 . 2 20,440 982 . l 3,334 . 2 693 02 1,056 09 1,06800 78801 
1937 3 32 06 831.8 22,097 1,09403 3,376 . 0 772 04 1,106 . 6 9.39 o2 764.4 
1938 316 . 4 86309 20,577 1,131.1 3,39308 808 . 0 1,06405 1 ,089 . 4 800 00 
1939 336 04 1,06300 2Q,_675 1,124 03 3,426 07 835 . 6 111 126 02 1,12207 821.8 
1940 39300 1,286 . 5 20,472 1,154.2 3,485 . 1 91Ll 1,141.9 1,151.2 802 00 
-· ·•,. ., 
1941 430 . 2 1,33002 20,046 1,216 . 1 3,458 .7 993 . 2 1,209 01 1,1~6.6 768. 0 
1942 482 06 1,639 01 20,583 1,336.0 3,419.2 1,120 .3 1,16300 1,271.3 654 00 
1943 54L6 1., 793 . 4 20,297 1 ,255 05 3,348. 2 1,332 01 1,132 09 1,411.3 58800 
1944 619 . 2 1,829 06 20,163 1,179 0 3 3,289 0 7 1,49309 1,133.7 . 1,394 01 574 00 
1945 640 . 7 2,063. 0 18,838 1, 172. 1 3,282 . 8 1,590 02 111119 05 1,35304 612 00 
1946 75 7 0 3 l,97L8 18,080 1,219.2 3,413.7 1,733. 3 1,356.8 1,320 07 625 .0 
1947 799 05 2,075 . 2 . 17,196 1,381.3 1,479 .6 1,930 o4 1,501.1 1,300 02 630 00 
1948 81L3 2, 072 . 5 16,833 1,678.0 3,567. 5 2,055 . 3 1,564 . 4 1,19808 631 00 
1949 865 01 1,980 . 3 16,202 1,998. 3, 3,588 .7 2,158.1 1,615.2 1,302 .1 706 .0 

















1 , 039 08 
1 9150 08 
1 11 180 01 
1 11 255 05 
li)283 o6 
l i) 306 o6 
lp34L 4 
li 378ol 
lil55 7o 4 
1 D56 7o 2 
FSLb 
2 i) 286 o6 
2,309 02 
2,28L6 









14 11 504 








APPENDIX A, TABLE III (Continued) 
Md 
2 , 534 . 3 
2 11 66L 2 
2 11 723 07 
2il 77L 5 
21)762 . 0 




2 11 52Ll 
REe 
3 , 674. 3 





3,726 . 9 
3,745 04 
3iJ 56 0 8 














1, 779 . 0 











1 , 37907 





1 8528 04 











1 p079 aO 
FLi Expendi tures for fertilizer and l i me in mil l ion 1947-49 dol lars o From worksheets D Produc t i on 
Adjustments Branch i) ERS , Uc s . Depar tment of Agriculture o 
b FSL~ Purchases of feed 11 seed 9 and livestock f rom the non- farm sector (essent ially marketing charges) 
i n million 1947=49 dollarso From workshee t s, Pr oduction Adjustments Branch, ERS, Uc So Department of 
Agricul t ure a 
C 
Lg Mi l l i on man=hour s of labor used for farm worko From Changes.!!!,~ Product i on .!!!l!! Efficiency ~ 
St a tistical Bul letin 233 , ERS ill Uc Do Depar tment of Agricul ture, revised July P 19640 
<\v1g Char ges i n mi llion 194 7-49 dollars for interes t on investment in machinery i) plus depreciati on . · 
From worksheets, Production Ad j us t ments Brnach, ERS , Uc S. Department of Agriculture o 
e 
REg Char ges in mi lli on 1947-49 dollar s for int erest on investment in real estate, plus building 
deprecia tion, accident damage, repai r s , and maintenance . From worksheets, Producti on Adjustments Branch , 




APPENDIX A, TABLE III (Continued) 
f FOE: Charges for fuel, operation, and repairs of machinery in million 1947-49 dollars. Current 
dollar series (from Farm.Income Situation, July, 1964) deflated using index of prices paid for motor 
supplies (1947-49 = 100). 
8M1si Miscellaneous current operating expens'es in million 1947-49 do1lar 80 Current dollar series 
(from !!!!! Income Situation, July, 1964) deflated us:!Lng index of prices paid for fa1n11 sup-plies 
(1947-49 ... 10()) 0 ' . . ' 
hINT: Charges for interest on erop and liv,estock inventories in million 1947-49 dollars. From 
worksheets, Production Adjustments Branch, ERS, U.; S. Department:of Agriculture. 
1RE'r: Real est~te taxes in million 1947-49 dollars. From worksheets 11 Production Adjustments Branch, 




















FORTRAN STATEMENTS FOR SIMULATION PROGRAM 




READ 1929 START 
2 FORMATl8Fl0.3) 
WRITE PRE- HEADINGS 
30FORMATl////12X,2HAC,9X,3HCLI,8X,4HCLIM,lOX,2HSP,9Xt3HSPM,9X,3HPURt 
19X,3HPRE,9X,3HVRE,10X,2HSM,9Xt3HSMM/l 
WRITE PRE- OUTPUT 
4 FORMATl2X,I4,2X,10(Fl0•2,2XI///I 
WRITE IN- HEADINGS 
50FORMATl12X,2HFL,9X,3HFSL,8X,4HTFLF,9X,3HXLT,lOX,2HXM,lOX,2HREt9X, 
l3HFOE,8X,4HXMIS,8X,4HXINT,9X,3HRET!l 
WRITE IN- OUTPUT . 
6 FORMATl8X,101Fl0.1,2Xl///l 
WRITE OUT- HEADINGS 
7 FORMAT112X,3HOUT,19X,3HCMQ,20Xt2HPR,19X,3HGFJ/I 
WRITE OUT- OUTPUT 
8 FORMAT18X,5(Fl0.l,12Xl///l 




70 1 FORMAT ( I 2 I 
702 FORMAT(SX,121 
READ ALT DATA 
READ(S,7011 K 
IFIK.LE.O)GO TO 10 

























98 DO 99 J=l,31 
CMOL=CMQ 
KYR=KYR+l 
JF(KYReGTel955)GO TO 111 
11 AC•87.57229+e64625*AC+.00003*G<I,2l+e206~8*G(l,3l+.23255*PR 
GO TO 12 
132 
ll lOAC=-161. 30628-. 92273*G <I, 191 + • 07881 *AC+. ' )0204*G <I, 2 l +2 • 6 7889*G( I, 3 
11+.0069*PR 
12 CLJ=5421.775+.34221*0UT-.02922*GFJ+.35041*G<J,13l 
13 CLJMz(CLl+G<I,13))/2eO . 
14 SP=-2552.222+.30869*GFI+.96046*G<I,21 
15 SPM=(SP+G<I,2))12.0 
IF(GFI.LT.SAVEl)GO ro 216 
16 PUR=-529e777+e08058*GFI 
SAVEl=GFI 






20 SMM = ISM+G<I,1411/2.0 
C INPUT EQS 
21 FL=584.58328-4.11854*GII,31+.88698*FL-.00048*GFI 
22 FSL=-661.442+.04534*CLIM+.88516*FSL 










3 1 RET=GII,161*VRE/1 0 .0 
C OUTPUT,ETC,EQS 
32 IFII.LE.121GO TO 50 
33 IF( leLE.221GO TO 51 




GO TO 53 
5100UT=l7.56649*1FL**•02885l*IFSL**•08766l*CXLT**•34458l*(XM**•077681 
l*IRE**el4837l*I FOE**•0690ll*(XMI S**•0513 :ll*IXINT**•0444ll*IRET** 
2.0211 2 1 




53 CMQ =OUT-G (I, 18 l -G ( I, 17 J -G ( I, 20 I 
IFIKYR-193 0 1152,152,54 








GO TO 55 
540PR=-44e29011-.0ll2l*CMQ+.0529B*GII,101+el45B2*GII,lll+e40325643* 
































100 CALL EXIT 
END 
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